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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Caldor fire Started August 14, 2021 on the Eldorado National Forest, in the Pacific Southwest Region 
of the US Forest Service. The Caldor fire was control on October 21, 2021. The Caldor fire resulted in a 
fire boundary of approximately 255,000 acres. High severity fire resulted in approximately 101,000 acres 
of basal areas loss greater than 75 percent.  The Caldor fire started in lower elevation (1800 feet) pine 
and oak stands and eventually burned over Echo Summit (10,000 feet) into the Lake Tahoe Basin 
Management Unit.  

The Rapid Assessment examined areas on the Eldorado National Forest and outside of designated 
wilderness. The Rapid Assessment made use of pre-fire and post-fire data including field plots to 
determine effects and identify opportunities. The Rapid Assessment identified 12 of 39 Potential 
Operational Delineations as Focus PODs or high priority treatment areas. Prioritization was based largely 
upon public safety, surviving forest cover, and potential for controlling future fires.  

The fire burned at high severity on approximately 11,000 acres of existing plantations and an additional 
65,000 acres of mid and late seral conifer dominated forest (~76,000-acre total reforestation needs).  
The high severity character of the fire has created a “need for reforestation”; some of which is found in 
large polygons greater than 250 to approximately 30,000 acres.  Forest Service Policy and NFMA 
requires that this “need for reforestation” be identified and tracked. 

Nearly half (47%) of the 86 California spotted owl PACs in the fire perimeter and 40% of the 44 northern 
goshawk PACs burned predominantly at high severity fire (>75% basal area loss in over half the PAC 
acres). Twenty-six spotted owl PACs (30%) and 18 (41%) northern goshawk PACs experienced 
predominantly unburned/low severity burns (0 – 25% basal area loss in over half the PAC acres) or did 
not burn at all. Low – moderate (25-50% basal area loss) and moderate – high (50-75% basal area loss) 
severity fire occurred but was relatively rare in PACs. 

The conifer areas killed by the fire contain approximately 1.5 billion board feet of merchantable timber. 
Approximately 95 percent is found within 2,000 feet of existing roads. Approximately 840 million board 
feet are found within the 12 Focus PODs.  These focus PODs contain approximately 28,000 acres of 
reforestation need. Focus PODs contain approximately 30,000 acres of surviving conifer stands in need 
of treatment to mitigate the risk of fire and improve resilience to drought and tree density. 

The Caldor Assessment has identified 79 miles of high priority roads.   

Left untreated there is a high probability of high severity reburn. Next steps should include a fuels and 
suppression strategic plan to identify an expanded fuel break system, staging areas, and strategic area 
treatments within focus PODs. Also, a plan to increase staffing to meet an increase scale of treatments is 
needed. 
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1 Introduction 
The purpose of the Caldor fire Rapid Resource Assessment (Assessment) is to (1) compile information 
about the effects of the fire (3) evaluates geographic areas of the fire to determine restoration/recovery 
needs, opportunities, priorities, and potential treatments, (4) identify resource areas that will drive 
actions, and (5) identify regulatory compliance for any actions in the shorter-term. 

The Assessment provides a 
summary of effects for line 
officers and a starting point 
for interdisciplinary teams.   

This Assessment answers 
basic questions about the 
effects of the fire: how the 
fire changed the resources 
within the fire; what areas or 
resources are important 
relative to recovery?; why 
are these areas important?; 
what is the need for action?; 
what potential treatments 
should be considered?  

The assessment collected 
existing available 
information, analysis, and 

Pre-NEPA leadership intent. The Assessment does not make a decision, rather the Rapid Assessment 
organized and analyzed available information. 

1.1 BACKGROUND  
Drought conditions, wind, and high fuel loads set the stage for one of two fires to cross the Sierra 
Nevada range in 2021. The Caldor Fire was reported the evening of August 14, 2021 in the Middle Fork 
Cosumnes canyon. It expanded rapidly north and east and threatened over 30,000 structures and 
closing 3 major highways (50, 88 and 89). the Caldor Fire boundary encompassed over 225,000 acres 
and affected the communities of Omo Ranch, Grizzly Flats, Sly Park, Pollock Pines, Strawberry, Kyburz, 
Phillips, Echo Summit, South Lake Tahoe, and Kirkwood and heavily affected surrounding communities. 
After burning for over 60 days, the Caldor Fire reached 100 percent containment on October 21, 2021. 

Figure 1 displays the Caldor fire perimeter with Potential Operational Delineations plus 
unique POD identifier.  
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A key characteristic was the 
fire growth between August 
15 and August 18 (see Figure 
2). This resulted in a large 
approximately 30,000-acre 
high severity patch in the 
western half of the fire 
footprint. The fire burned 
across an elevational range 
from approximately 1,700 to 
9,800 feet. 

The fire burned 216,00 acres 
on the Eldorado National Forest and approximately 8,600 acres within the Lake Tahoe Basin 
Management Unit. Both suppression repair and BAER work will continue into the Spring of 2022.  

1.2 PRE-NEPA SCOPE – LEADERSHIP INTENT 
Post fire recovery efforts are being initiated with the establishment of the Caldor Fire Assessment.  
Teams from the Region, Forest, and from other parts of the Agency will review fire conditions and 
current data to begin establishing approaches to move forward.  In consideration of the Caldor Fire 
Recovery Framework and Eldorado NF Forest Resilience Strategy, recovery efforts should restore and 
promote resilience at the landscape level.  Additionally, the basic unit for management analysis will be 
Potential Operational Delineations (PODs) and recommendations should prioritize opportunities and 
treatments across the entire fire affected area.  Above and beyond all else, prioritize the health and 
safety of our personnel and the public as this assessment is initiated.   

Further considerations include: 

• The Wildland Urban Interface and areas of high public use should be the # 1 priority for post fire 
recovery planning 

o Recovery efforts should prioritize public and fire firefighter safety 
o Remove hazard trees from recreation sites, administrative facilities, recreation sites and 

other improvements 
o Identify recreation and administrative site in need of repair 

• Post Fire Fuels Reduction and Primary and Secondary Fuel breaks: 
o Landscape level strategic planning to analyze a network of primary and secondary fuel 

breaks (PODs).  Leverage fire footprint for future wildfire response and prescribed fire 
actions. 

o When assessing PODS in and adjacent to Caldor footprint, include considerations of values 
and assets within each POD. These should be inventoried for a forest-wide POD atlas. 

o Identify landscape scale prescribed fire and managed wildfire opportunities for PODs 
o Fuel reduction efforts prioritized for PODs and fuel breaks  

• Post fire recovery resilience 
o Consider prioritization by strategic value to PODs and strategic fuel break network 
o Commercial/non-commercial salvage to support fuels reduction and reforestation efforts. 

Figure 2 Caldor fire timeline highlighting changes in acres and commitment of 
resources 
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o Salvage and green tree thinning to increase resilience to fire, drought, and insects in 
surviving stands, including stands adjacent, but outside fire footprint.   

o Commercial/non-commercial harvest and prescribe fire to foster healthy and resilient 
wildlife habitat by improving and maintaining the patches of trees that experienced no, low 
or moderate (less than 50 percent loss in basal area per acre) severity fire through thinning.   

• Reforest areas highly affected by the fire (areas with more than 50 percent basal area loss) 
o Prioritize reforestation considering site conditions that increase the likely hood of successful 

establishment and growth 
o Reforestation should consider natural regeneration, climatic factors, and site productivity  
o Reforestation should result in planted forests with relatively higher growth, reduced fuels 

(within and adjacent to reforested areas), and increase resilience to future fire 
• Watershed restoration and water quality improvements 

o Identify watersheds and roads that contribute the most to reduced water quality and soil 
erosion 

• Recovery efforts will incorporate treatments that enhance culturally important vegetation and 
resources and protect cultural/heritage resources 

o Identify areas with heritage cultural resources (black oak, basket materials, gathering, 
resources) key to local tribes  

1.3 VEGETATION SEVERITY 
The 2021 Caldor Fire perimeter totaled approximately 225,000 acres (total acreage is based on the 
preliminary initial RAVG data) in size.  The Rapid Assessment of Vegetation Condition after Wildfire 
(RAVG) program produces data describing post-fire vegetation conditions on National Forest System 
(NFS) lands. The effect on vegetation was evaluated in the Caldor Fire using the preliminary fire severity 
(the seven class Basal Area Loss) produced on November 2, 2021 (see Figure 3). 

Soil Burn Severity (SBS) map also measure effects of fire. Burned Area Reflectance Classification (BARC) 
is a satellite-derived data layer of post-fire vegetation condition. The BARC has four classes: high, 
moderate, low, and unburned. This product is used as an input to the soil burn severity map produced 
by the Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) teams.  

Caldor fire SBS and RAVG show the response of vegetation changes on soils and vegetation structure 
respectively (similar data two interpretations). The Caldor SBS and RAVG products show decidedly 
different severity responses. This is due to the high number of acres with dead scorched needles. Needle 
cast can reduce the fire severity on soil and associated resources.  However, RAVG indicates that these 
scorched needle areas represent dead tree cover. 
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Figure 3 Caldor preliminary RAVG map of fire severity. Seven classes of basal area loss are group into four categories 

SEVERITY SUMMARY 

RAVG identifies “deforested” vegetation condition as a resulting forest with less than 20% canopy cover 
or a basal area loss of greater than 50% (RAVG glossary). Fire severity across all vegetation types was 
49% low to moderate (less than 50% basal area loss) severity and 52% high and very high severity 
(greater than 50% basal area loss) (see Table 1).   
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Table 1 Acres and percent severity by ownership and vegetation type. Grey shading identifies deforested acres. 

Preliminary RAVG Data November 2021 

Basal Area loss Class 

Acres (all 
vegetation 
types) all 
ownerships 

Percent (all 
vegetation types) 
all ownerships 

Acres (conifer 
types USFS non-
wilderness) 

Percent (conifer 
types USFS non-
wilderness) 

0% - < 25% Forested (class1,2 & 3) 92,134 41% 59,483 40% 

25% - < 50% Forested (class 4) 17,087 8% 11,052 7% 

50% - < 75% deforested (class 5) 15,013 7% 9,695 7% 

75% - 100% deforested (classes 6 & 7) 101,191 45% 67,396 46% 

Unmappable 22 0% - 0% 

Grand Total 225,446 100% 147,626 100% 
 

HIGH FIRE SEVERITY PATCHES 

Severity patch size can be used to characterize fire effects relative to the Natural Range of Variability 
(NRV). Patches greater than 250 acres are often used as the threshold for high severity patches outside 
of NRV. Many Caldor fire patches are small (<100 acres) (n= 710 patches) and make up a large 
proportion of the count of patches (94%). Moderate size patches, those that are 101—1,000 acres in 
size have a count of 38 patches and make up a low percentage of patch count. A lower proportion of 
patches (n = 6) are considered exceptionally large (patches greater than 1,001 acres) and are outside the 
natural range of variation. (full severity patch report can be found HERE) 

The cumulative high severity area is 
mostly made up of a few large patches 
(>250 acres in size) representing over 80% 
of the patch area. Most of the high 
severity fire occurred in the Western 
portion of the fire during the first few 
burn periods (August 15 to August 18).  
The percent of high severity fire was 
outside the range of NRV with it being 
much higher than what has been seen in 
fires occurring under a more natural fire 
regime (Figure 4). 

RAVG VERIFICATION 

RAVG data is produce using passive 
sensors on the Landsat satellite. Landsat 

peers down on burned forests and measures the difference in reflectivity from observed live vegetation, 
dead vegetation, and soil. It cannot penetrate canopy of burned forests to sense the damage to boles 
and cambium. As a result, RAVG can underestimate fire damage and resulting fire severity.  

Figure 4 Mean fire severity proportions in each severity class (unburned, 
low, moderate, and high) in the 2021 Caldor Fire. Dashed lines represent 
the NRV range for yellow pine mixed conifer severity class. 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/fs-r05-cfr/Shared%20Documents/Recovery/Assessment/EcologyProducts/Caldor_RapidAssessment_Severity_Estes.docx?d=w5c20fd67f20a4a0caa56de357484b711&csf=1&web=1&e=DTIvMd
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Tree fire injury can take time to manifest. Preliminary RAVG products can underestimate fire severity 
due to the continued response of vegetation to injury.  

As result of the potential for cambium damage and continued mortality 116 field plots were installed to 
verify the tree mortality and basal area loss in each severity class (Carter 2021 RAVG field report). 
Variable radius basal area plots were installed along transects to capture the range of severity from no 
burn to high severity. The transect locations were randomly selected. Points withing transects were 
chosen to fall within RAVG pixels. 

Key results from the verification plots are that preliminary RAVG is underestimating the basal area loss 
in the basal area severity classes greater than 25% and less than 75% ( Figure 5). The average 
underestimation is 25% (plus or minus 10%) in the mid severity classes. Most of this underestimation 
results from crown severity increases. That is the next RAVG product should more accurately display 
vegetation loss and severity. RAVG is appropriately estimating the basal area loss in the greater than 
75% severity classes.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Assessment Process 
The assessment process used leadership intent plus guidelines and recommendations within GTR-270 to 
determine restoration opportunities -degraded vs-maintained areas. The Assessment divided the Forest 
Service lands into 39 Potential Operational Delineations (PODs). POD analysis and review identified 
priority PODs or “Focus PODs”. PODs were assessed relative to the ability to control wildfires 
(boundaries and control lines) as well as resource effects, opportunities, and treatments. Table identifies 
the focus resources 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Percent basal area loss for RAVG pixels and verification plots. 
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Table 2 focus resources used to identity priorities across the fire area 

 “Resource types” were identified to organize 
data on fire effects, post fire needs, treatments, 
opportunities, and landscape conditions. “Focus 
Resources” were identified based upon Leaders 
Intent, resource driven concerns, and the 
Eldorado Land Resource Management Plan. 
Focus Resources are natural resource or public 
safety considerations that will drive a need for 
action or identify opportunities for maintaining 
areas improved or restoring areas degraded by 
the fire.  An analysis of post fire conditions was 
conducted where focus resources were 
degraded or improved.  The nexus of focus 
resources and resource types was used to 
preliminarily identify areas of highest priority 
for treatment. The Focus Resource analysis plus 
forest staff input was used to develop criteria to 
identify 4 Focus Resources (Table 1).   The nexus 
between multiple Focus Resources contributed 

to the identifying Focus PODs. 

Resource types are groupings of physical and biological resources that help organize opportunities, 
treatments, effects, design criteria, and regulatory requirements( Table 3).  The assessment is intended 
to organize post fire information and resource information that will inform ID-Team(s) and decision 
makers about next steps. The Caldor Fire assessment begins with an analysis of focus resources and then 
a ranking/prioritization of each of 39 PODs.  

The ranking process identified PODs with the most need, lack resilience, present the greatest current or 
future hazard, have the greatest opportunity for retaining green forest, present greatest threats to 
public safety, or identified as important for Threatened, Endangered or Sensitive species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focus Resources 
Public/Fire Fighter Safety are areas were dead, 
weakened, or unstable trees require abatement 
or areas where fuel loads will present hazards to 
the public and suppression.  Roadsides, potential 
control lines, and WUI are areas particular 
concern 
Conifer regeneration of areas severely degraded 
or where reforestation need is has been created 
by the fire. Naturally seeded and areas needing 
planting are considered in the assessment.   
Resilience opportunities for reducing hazardous 
fuels, reducing tree density, and increasing tree 
vigor.  
California Spotted Owl habitat restoration and/or 
recovery identified opportunities for and 
maintaining surviving habitat 
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Resource types for describing landscape conditions and Prioritization: 

Table 3 Caldor fire Assessment resource types used to describe needs, opportunities, potential treatments, and design criteria 

Resource Type Description 

Recreation Includes both the recreation sites (campgrounds, days use areas, recreation tracts, 
permitted resorts, scenic byways, and pack stations). In addition, the assessment 
used the visual quality objective to identify areas of importance 

Timber Includes timber salvage volume and need for reforestation. This excludes areas 
either unavailable or not capable of growing productive conifer forest. The need 
for reforestation includes fire severity greater than 50 percent basal area loss. 

Fuels/WUI Areas within the wildland urban interface and POD boundaries with higher control 
effectiveness are prioritized. WUI is used as a proxy for public safety relative to 
future fire.  In addition, preliminary analysis of potential 10 years post fire flame 
lengths is used as a proxy for risk from future fire. 

Terrestrial Habitat Remaining terrestrial habitat, loss of habitat, and potential for habitat recovery. 
The need for reforestation is used to identify where habitat can be restored.  
Spotted owl Protected Activity Centers surviving and degraded by the fire are part 
of the assessment.  

Infrastructure and Roads Electric power distribution and water utility infrastructure are present in the fire.  
Pacific Gas and Electric is mitigating hazard trees. Fuel accumulations in these 
distribution corridors should be mitigated. Remove hazard trees from recreation 
sites, administrative facilities, recreation sites and other improvements.  Identify 
recreation and administrative sites in need of repair 

Aquatics habitat Aquatic species habitat for Foothill yellow-legged frog, Yosemite toad, and Sierra 
Nevada yellow-legged frog were assessed. Areas of high burn severity and erosion 
potential are identified. 

Watersheds/Soils/Geology Identifies watersheds with high erosion potential and burn severity. Both historical 
and fire effects are considered. 

2.1 ASSESSMENT PROCESS OUTLINE 
• Identify Focus Resources 

o Focus Resources were identified as natural, cultural, or administrative resources of high 
value, whether they exist within all Focus PODs. 

o Focus Resources are resources that have tended to drive project needs and/or desired 
conditions for large parts of the Forest and help prioritize treatments. 

o Focus resources degraded or enhanced are described 
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• Identify Focus PODs (prioritization) 

o Develop criteria for resource and areas prioritization summarizes the factors considered 
by specialists in ranking/identifying geographic areas.  It identifies the nexus between 
Focus resources and assessment areas and how they are used to identify Focus PODs 
(high priority areas for treatment) 

o Focus PODs (subset of assessment areas) are identified as prioritized geographic areas 
and opportunities, with a summary of natural and cultural resource considerations and 
level of effort involved based on existing NEPA completed in each Focus POD and level 
of NEPA recommended for future proposed actions, and any partnership opportunities. 

o In addition, this section identifies how data is stored and organized for potential NEPA 

• Describe the Need for Action 

o Describing the need for action relative to the resource types identified in table 2. Focus 
Resources and resource types are used to identify needs for action and areas degraded 
or improved by the fire 

• Identifying range of treatments and opportunities 

o treatments and opportunities are identified for resource types.  

o The Forest/District staff have identified a range of treatments. 

• Identify a potential set of design criteria for treatments and opportunities  

o Identifying design criteria from existing NEPA.  

 The Forest/District staff have identified relevant existing NEPA.  

 The Assessment identifying those past projects with relevant design criteria and 
highlight key parts in the assessment document  

• Identify regulatory compliance, policies, or monitoring requirements for incoming ID-Team(s) 

• Staff comments are provided to give context to tradeoffs and resource considerations (see 
appendix A).  

• Capacity 

• Next Steps 

2.2  RANKING CRITERIA AND RESOURCE NEXUS/CONNECTIONS 
Rankings are used to identify areas in the most need of active management.  Forest resource staff 
engagements and input were used to identify relative importance of PODs. Forest staff also identified 
PODs with significant resource values for several resources.  
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2.3 PRIORITIZATION 
There is some planning tension between prioritizing WUI and surviving green stands. That is there are a 
handful of PODs within the WUI that contain surviving habitat. These WUI survivors are not necessarily 
the best habitat.  This would drive prioritization along two pathways: one focused on WUI and the other 
focused on surviving habitat 

WUI can be divided between those areas accessible less than 35 percent slope (near 2000 feet of a road) 
and those WUI PODs that have most acres over 35 percent slope.  In addition, some PODs have a higher 
probability for successful control; PODs with flat ridges with roads and/or broad flats that lend 
themselves to treatment. These high probability control PODs tend to coincide with ridges at mid-
elevation that run north and south.  

3 Resource types 
Groupings of resources that assist in characterizing resource changes from the fire. 

3.1 RECREATION  
NEEDS 

The Caldor fire affected (lost or damaged) campgrounds (Silver Lake East, Capps Crossing), day use 
areas, organized permitted camps and clubs (Porcupine club, Camp Sacramento, Keleva ski lodge, Sierra 
Pines Baptist Camp, S&S club house, and Camp Cody), , recreation homes, administrative sites (Grizzly 
Guard Station, Plummer Ridge Guard Station), trail heads, permitted resorts, and the Sierra at Tahoe Ski 
area. The fire also affected trails in the wilderness. However, the scope of this assessment excludes 
wilderness areas. High severity fire has resulted in large numbers of dead trees near and adjacent to 
recreation and administrative sites.  Recreation tract residences are concentrated along the Highway 50 
corridor and near Kirkwood lake. 

The Caldor fire affected highly used recreation sites within the Eldorado National Forest. The fire 
affected developed and undeveloped recreation sites and destinations, both summer and winter 
recreation. The Caldor fire affected both alpine lakes such as Caples lake and lower elevation Jenkins 
Lake.  

In addition, the fire severely impacted Carson Pass National Scenic Byway along highway 88 and the 
Lake Tahoe Scenic Byway along highway 89. These scenic corridors provide dramatic geology and 
historic and vegetative contrasts, 

The fire has created a need to create safe areas near and within recreation sites. The Caldor fire has 
created unsustainable recreation relative to visitor safety and the potential for future high severity fire. 

The fire has dramatically changed the nature of many special places across the national forest. OHV 
staging areas (Gold Note, Capps crossing OHV areas), campgrounds, dispersed camp site have been 
particularly hard hit.  Competition between recreation uses and resource protection could result from 
closures and shifting use. As a result, there is a need to manage OHV areas closed to the public and 
mitigate increases pressure on areas outside the fire. There is a need to manage unauthorized route use 
in the fire area.   
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Developed and recreation residence sites have been affected. There is a need to mitigate hazard trees 
and restore the tree vegetative cover consistent with the Eldorado National Forest desired conditions 
and leader’s intent to create and maintain resilient landscapes, prioritize public safety, and responsive 
to public needs.  Conifer and vegetation reestablishment near and within developed recreation sites 
need to be consistent with both the ecological sustainability, appropriate visitor experience, landscape 
visual quality objectives, and public safety. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Restoration of recreation desired conditions and opportunities exist within PODs  160, 192, and 298. 
These PODs include developed recreation along the Highway 50 corridor including Sierra at Tahoe ski 
area, Echo trail head, and upper elevation OHV opportunities (Strawberry Canyon).  Mid-elevation PODs 
near Silver Lake and Long Valley OHV (PODs - 163, 190, and 210) provide opportunities to reduce 
hazards and restore conifer vegetation consistent with the recreation opportunity spectrum.  

TREATMENTS 

The needs drive treatments to remove hazard/danger trees near recreation sites.  The felling and 
removal of trees within or near recreation sites that have the potential to fall and hit infrastructure, trail 
heads, parking areas, recreation homes and administrative sites is an essential treatment to reopen 
areas for public use. Tree felling should include removal material off forest to reduce the potential for 
large piles or decks threatening recreation residences and developed recreation.  

Treatments that reestablish conifer vegetation through planting and natural regeneration can be used to 
return desired conditions to conifer dominated recreation sites.   Conifer reestablishment can be used to 
return the scenic integrity to landscape areas in areas classified as emphasis viewsheds near Silver Lake, 
Jenkins Lake, Sierra at Tahoe ski area.  

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Interdisciplinary Teams can use the Reservoir Forest Health Project (2021) as a guide to green tree 
removal projects recreation design criteria. Additional, design criteria relative to OHV use, road closures, 
and public safety are necessary.  

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, POLICIES, OR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS  

Interdisciplinary Teams should consult with Forest Staff concerning special use permitees and their 
responsibility for removing hazard/danger trees consistent with the guidance of their operating plans. 

PRIORITIES 

The highest priority areas are those with the most visitor use, and most recreation facilities affected by 
high severity fire.  A second priority are areas of high visitor use and recreation facilities experience low 
or no fire impacts. 

Areas near Echo Summit and along the Highway 50 corridor (PODs – 192,228, 160) were heavily affected 
by high severity fire and contain high numbers of dead trees near recreation residence tracts, trail 
heads, Sierra at Tahoe Ski Resort, and snow play areas.    

https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=54828
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Similar areas (POD 256) are found along highway 50 corridor that contain six recreation residence tracts, 
trail heads, and dispersed recreation along the south Fork of the American River. 

Jenkins’s lake, at lower elevation, (POD 173) is a high use recreation area. High severity fire is found 
along roads leading into the areas used for hiking and recreation on National Forest lands.  This is a 
generally lower severity area and a priority for resilience treatments to protect surviving recreation 
opportunities. 

A third area is found mid-slope (PODs 190 and 210) and included Long Valley OHV, Silver lake camping 
and recreation areas.  While Silver Lake recreation sites are found outside of high severity fire, much of 
the dispersed recreation and OHV opportunities north of the lake experience high severity fire.  

3.2 Timber 
NEEDS 

Timber resources were heavily affected by the fire. 
Approximately 1.5 billion board feet of potential 
salvage outside of designated wilderness and within 
areas identified as needing reforestation result from 
the Caldor fire (Figure 6). Timely capture of 
economic value of fire-affected trees and 
subsequent bark beetle mortality of weakened trees 
through removal is necessary to maximize economic 
recovery from fire-affected trees by harvesting them 
before wood quality, volume, and value is lost to 
natural deterioration and to meet desired conditions 
of benefits to local communities and forest 
management. 

The scale of the fire and available timber industry 
capacity requires that salvage removal be 
coordinated with other needs to meet desired 
conditions across several resource types. Public 
safety, resilience, conifer reestablishment, California 
Spotted Owl habitat, protecting electrical 
distribution, and water supply infrastructure, and 
maintaining surviving stands will identify areas for 
dead tree removal.  Salvage and dead tree removal 
(that is removal of cull material that has 
deteriorated beyond the point of salvage) is often 
balance with the need to provide soil cover and 
protect soil resources from the effects of erosion.  

The fire created reforestation need( Figure 7)(areas 
greater than 50 percent basal areas loss) on approximately 76,000 acres of previously conifer dominated 
lands (Forest Service lands outside of wilderness). The need for reforestation and the limited industry 

Figure 6 preliminary salvage volume in board feet per acre 

Figure 7 displays the areas in need of reforestation (>50% 
basal area loss) by site productivity 
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capacity may require identifying areas that may not be salvaged but will require dead tree removal or 
additional site preparation costs to achieve desired conditions. Site productivity is relatively high in the 
western portion of the fire and relatively low in the eastern higher elevation PODs. Conifer 
establishment and reforestation is easier and more effective on higher sites.  

Figure 8 shows the areas of reforestation need 
within 2000 feet of a road.  

Approximately 10,500 acres of existing plantations 
experienced high and moderate severity 
(deforested); Approximately 1,400 acres of existing 
plantations experience unburned or low fire 
severity. Deforested plantations require some 
moderate effort to remove damaged saplings and 
prepare sites for planting.  Damaged plantation 
areas should be a priority for reestablishing conifer 
vegetation. Plantations will require field survey to 
determine the extent of reforestation need. 

Natural regeneration benefits the reforestation 
effort by reducing the need for additional seedlings 

and reduces the strain on the seed bank.   Natural regeneration can also identify areas of mature seed 
producing tree cover; these areas will need mitigation from fire. Conifer establishment from seed 
depends on seed bed and moisture availability. Higher moisture years yield higher natural regeneration 
establishment. A drier climate will yield less natural regeneration. Analysis of natural regeneration 
probability key findings: 

• Approximately 8% of the burned area 
(USFS and non-USFS land) is within the 
highest regeneration prediction class and 
47% of the area that contained YPMC forests 
prior to the fire is within the 60-80% 
probability classes suggesting that these 
areas may have sufficient conifer 
regeneration. 
• 0-18% of the area is within the two 
lowest probability classes (0-20% and 20-
40%), suggesting that these areas will likely 
have little to no conifer regeneration in the 
short-term. 
• If conditions following the 2021 Caldor 

fire are dry enough to compare to the hot and dry climate (MIROC-ESM RCP 8.5) scenario than 
natural regeneration will be greatly reduced. 

See this location for a more complete summary of natural regeneration probability and patch severity.  

Figure 9 Areas of natural regeneration probability under mean seed 
production and mean precipitation scenarios 

Figure 8 areas in need of reforestation within 2000 feet of a 
road 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/fs-r05-cfr/Shared%20Documents/Recovery/Assessment/EcologyProducts?csf=1&web=1&e=TZJMVw
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Green surviving conifer stands are found across the fire area. The western portion of the fire near Grizzly 
Flat contains the fewest acres of surviving conifers and is 
dominated by a large polygon (~33,000 acres) of high 
severity. The remaining eastern part of the fire contains 
widely scattered surviving conifer stands.  Surviving conifer 
stands experience no or basal area mortality of less than 10 
percent. The fire entered the understory of yellow pine and 
mixed conifer stands of low or no burn severity killing and 
not consuming small trees and shrubs.  At higher elevations 
the fire either did not entered surviving stands or created a 
patchy surface burn.  Imputed and modeled post fire data 
would indicate that ~ 90 percent of stands continue to carry 
tree densities above the threshold for density induced 
mortality.  That is surviving stands may currently have 
lower surface fuels, but relative high tree densities continue 

to lower resilience to insect and drought.  

 TREATMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Treatments within the Caldor fire should use past fires recovery efforts and lessons learned as guidance. 
The King fire recovery also occurred when mill capacity was limited. Regional Office efforts may find 
additional mill capacity outside of California. Salvage removal will be limited from the Fire area; some 
subset of Focus PODs (high priority) will remain un-salvaged.  As a result, (as in the King Fire) costs and 
treatment types may shift as time and tree decay occur. 

Treatments within areas of prioritize reforestation (nexus between reforestation need, site quality, 
habitat needs, public safety, and access) are best represented by the King Fire, Power Fire, Cleveland fire 
recovery efforts. Key lessons from these fires are that prompt and effective site preparation and 
vegetation control result in lower fuel loads and faster tree growth.  

R5 LESSONS LEARNED 

Management has limited influence on the effect of fire on young 
trees. That is small trees with thin bark and crowns close to the 
ground inherently lack resilience. Managing tree density and 
competing vegetation to maintain high tree growth results in a lower 
risk profile. Lessons learned from across Region 5 indicate resilient 
reforestation and post fire recovery have these common traits: 

• Stand Conditions 
o Site preparation and fuels reduction that limit fuel 

loads to below 5 to 10 tons per acre 
o Higher grass cover leads to higher fire damage and 

higher forbs result in lower fire damage. 
o Masticated material results in lower wildfire 

survivorship 

Figure 11 shows low burn severity in 
mixed conifer stand with shrub and 
understory mortality that will 
contribute to future fuel loads 

Figure 10 typical low severity burn in higher 
elevation mixed conifer fir stand. Notice patchy 
surface burn. 
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o Treatment of neighboring stands to lower fuel loads below 15 tons per acre and reduce 
potential for crown fire  

o Control competing shrubs within reforestation areas below 10-20 percent cover 
o Stocking standards that do not promote conifer dominance result in shrub dominance 
o Reduce crown bulk density below .06 kg/ha by increasing space between planted or 

natural trees and/or pruning trees to achieve higher crown base height (above 3 feet) or 
both within reforestation areas. 

• Reburns 
o Untreated older fires (i.e., areas reburned more than 9 years after the initial fire) were 

more likely to reburn at higher severity than younger fires (i.e., those that reburned less 
than 4 years after the initial fire) 

o High and moderate severity fire in the initial fires led to an increase in standing snags 
and shrub vegetation, which in combination with severe fire weather promote high-
severity fire effects in the subsequent reburn 

o Observations of managers on the Klamath National Forest indicate that the re-burn of 
1987 fires in 2014 resulted in lower severity in managed plantations than in natural 
stands. This is consistent with lessons learned from the 1987 fires. 

o Prescribed fire is most successful after age 20-30 or when tree diameters exceed 5”-8”. 
Earlier application of prescribed fire is possible and depends on season, tree species, 
tree vigor, and fuel load. 

• Landscape  
o high survivorship occurs with patchy fuels across the landscape, higher (moister and 

cooler) elevations experience less mortality, ridges experience higher mortality, canyons 
experience lower mortality, slope has a mixed effect on fire severity. 

o In the Sierra Nevada fuels alone explains ~70 percent of high fire severity drivers.  
o White fir basal area, dense 12 to 24-inch DBH stands, and higher dead biomass 

accounted for most of high severity in the 2014 Rim fire. 
o Treatments are not effective during plume dominated fire behavior. 

 

TREATMENTS THAT FLOW FROM LESSONS LEARNED AND LEADERS’ INTENT: 

• Roadside hazard tree and fuels removal within ~300 ft of roadside 

o Hazard trees guidelines have been developed for use across Region 5.  

o Hazards to recreation and administrative sites should be removed 

o Hazard tree distance from road should be site specific. 

• Salvage of fire affected trees meeting marking standards – reduce fuel loads create patchy low 
fuels. 

o Past projects have adopted a range of probability of mortality using “Marking Guidelines 
for Fire-Injured Trees in California”. Within the general forest areas away from roads or 
infrastructure projects have used .7 probability of mortality. Adjacent to roads and 
infrastructure .6 probability of mortality has been used. Based upon the current post fire 
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injury and drought on the Eldorado National Forest a lower .5 probability of mortality is 
warranted. 

o Secondary mortality due to drought and insects is highly likely. Treatment 
considerations to capture secondary mortality should be analyzed. 

o Salvage and non-salvage (cull material removal) should create lower fuel conditions 
below the 10 ton per acre threshold 

o Salvage and cull removal across the landscape should create large areas of low fuel 
continuity in the 10,000s acres to reduce the severity of the next fire.  

• Snag Retention – see fuels section for treatment considerations 

o Treatment considerations to retain snags consistent with Eldorado National Forest Land 
and Resource Management Plan (1992) have been considered in previous documents: 
Scottiago and Power post fire treatment areas; – see terrestrial habitat section 

• Reforestation Treatments 

o The King and Power fire reforestation projects considered a broad range of reforestation 
treatments (Integrated Pest Management) including mechanical site preparation, 
chemical site preparation, chemical release, and manual release 

o Natural and Planted seedlings are used in meeting reforestation needs  

o Skidding and off-site removal of material should be increased to reduce acres of pile 
burning (salvage, chips, biochar). 

o Mastication should be focused in areas of existing lower fuel loads such as 
younger/smaller high severity plantations at higher elevations or in moist canyons. 

o Increase the prescribed fire burning window in shrub dominated areas through chemical 
application to desiccate foliage (brown and burn) for site preparation. 

o Competing vegetation treatments should create low competing vegetation and low fuel 
loads consistent with lessons learned and resource considerations. 

• Road reconstruction and temporary road construction will be necessary 

In portions of PODs that burned at lower severity or did not burn, resilience treatments like those 
planned in the Reservoir, Scottiago and Brown Rock are applicable. The Scottiago and Brown Rock 
projects proposed green tree and/or dead tree treatments in yellow pine and mixed conifer stands that 
had low resilience due to high stand density and fuel loads. The Reservoir project proposed forest heath 
and resilience treatments in higher elevation mixed conifer and true fir stands. The project needs 
identified where:  

• create resilient landscape conditions, reducing heavy fuel loads.  
• restore forest structure and species composition to a condition that is more resilient to drought, 

insect and disease pathogens, and wildfire.  
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• promote and enhance old forest and aspen habitat and to protect existing habitat structures 
from loss to wildfire, drought, insect, and disease related mortality.  

• improve the hydrologic function and water quality of selected areas and aquatic features. These 
projects proposed strategic placed areas of lower fuels along roads, ridges, and strategic areas 
near communities. 

• design and implement project activities to be cost effective 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Post fire recovery design criteria would incorporate design criteria from King or Power fire reforestation 
projects and lessons learned from across Region 5 (see timber section this report). 

Design criteria focus on reducing the spread of Annosus root rot, maintaining large oaks, and avoiding 
creating habitat for bark beetles in green slash.  

New design criteria or treatment design that identifies strategic and operational fuels conditions within 
and adjacent to reestablished forest in Focus PODs (high priority PODs) should be considered.  

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, POLICIES, OR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS  

Management direction contained within the National Forest Management Act (1976) Sec. 4. (d)(1), 
states that “it is the policy of Congress that all forested lands in the National Forest System shall be 
maintained in appropriate forest cover with species of trees, degree of stocking, rate of growth and 
conditions of stands designed to secure the maximum benefits of multiple use sustained yield 
management in accordance with land management plans.”  Furthermore, the Act requires that “All 
national forest lands treated from year to year shall be examined after the first and third growing 
seasons and certified … as to stocking rate, growth rate…  Any lands not certified as satisfactory shall be 
returned to the backlog and scheduled for prompt treatment.” Both areas of natural regeneration and 
planted areas require surveys to comply with NFMA requirements. Results should be entered into FACTs 
data base. 

In addition, CFR 219.27 (c) directs that management prescriptions that involve vegetative manipulation 
of tree cover for any purpose shall be best suited to the multiple-use goals established for the area with 
potential environmental, biological, cultural resource, aesthetic, engineering, and economic impacts. 
Section (c) further directs that tree removal treatments be chosen after considering potential effects on 
residual trees and adjacent stands; Avoid permanent impairment of site productivity (site quality);  be 
practical in terms of transportation and harvesting requirements, and total costs of preparation, logging, 
and administration 

Forest plan management direction for areas of stand replacing “catastrophic fire” is to ensure that these 
disturbed areas are quickly return to a growth trajectory consistent with “old forest objectives”.  These 
restoration activities are included in all land allocations and call for managing disturbed areas for long-
term fuels profiles, restoring habitat, and recovering the value of some dead and dying trees (SNFPA, 
ROD, Appendix A-2). 

The Eldorado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan as amended by the Sierra Nevada 
Forest Plan Amendment (SNFPA) (USDA Forest Service 2004a) provides the standards and guidelines for 
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post fire projects.  Caldor fire proposals should be responsive to and consistent with the following 
vegetation-oriented land allocations and standard and guidelines: 

SNFPA 2004 ROD Guidelines: 

• Fire and Fuels Management-Standard and Guide 2-3 and 5 

• Snag and Downed woody material guides 10-11 

• Tree species composition guide 12 

• Fire Restoration guide 13 

• Hardwood management guides 19, 22, 23, 24-26 

.   

ENF LRMP (1989) Practices, Standards, and Guidelines: 

• Practice 116 - Integrated Pest Management 
• Standard and Guide 73 – Artificial Stand Reestablishment 
• Standard and Guide 74 – Natural Stand Establishment 

PRIORITIES  

Priorities for timber resources are areas within approximately 2,000 feet of roads on slopes less than 35 
percent.  However, opportunities on steeper slopes should not be excluded when they are connected to 
achieving other restoration/recovery goals. These opportunities on steeper slopes are dependent on 
markets and economics of logging systems.  

Priorities for treatment are areas that have the capability of producing a viable restoration sale to help 
defray the cost of restoration as well as utilize as much of the dead merchantable material as feasible.  It 
should also include other restoration areas that previously supported conifer stands and relatively high 
site (see figure x).   

3.3 FUELS/WUI 
NEEDS 

The Caldor fire has created large areas of standing dead fuel. The fire has created weakened, dead and 
dying trees along roads that compromise the public and fire fighter safety. Several needs and 
opportunities are driven by the changed fuel load and accumulation of roadside hazards. WUI is found 
across the Caldor fire with notable areas highly affected by the fire being along the California State 
Highway 50 corridor, Grizzly Flat, Big Mountain, Leoni Meadow, and Allen Camp.  Other areas of WUI are 
found in the resort areas of Silver Lake, Kirkwood recreation area, Cables Lake, and Echo Summit. Large 
areas of fire killed trees are found adjacent, within or near these WUI areas.  PODs 157, 166, 173, 180, 
227, 256, and 318 with WUI are identified with future high fuel loads and potential flame lengths greater 
than 10 feet (if left untreated).   

Approximately 39,000 acres of high fuel load and potential high flame length have a nexus with 
reforestation need on the highest site potential. In addition, approximately 11,000 acres of surviving 
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conifer forest contain areas with high severity with continuous fuels that will generate flame lengths in 
excess or 10 feet within 10 years post Caldor fire.  

Effective fuel treatments within and adjacent to reestablished forests is necessary to create resilient 
conditions and allow for fire reintroduction.   Sierra Nevada forests are burning at a high severity return 
interval of less than ten years.  There is a need to maintain a short fire return interval consistent with 
the yellow pine/mixed conifer forests across the fire footprint. A timely ability to manage hazard fuels 
created by the fire and fire recovery activities. There is a need to create key wildfire and prescribed fire 
control areas along ridges, roads, and other areas of high probability for successful control of future 
fires. The Caldor fire has created a need to create wildfire and prescribed fire staging areas, safety 
zones, and strategic roads free of falling tree and fuel hazards.  

The Caldor fire suppression efforts create 146 miles of roadside treatment that can be used to build a 
network of effective Fuel breaks, and strategic ridge and road treatments. The suppression repair also 
removed hazards from approximately 58 miles of high priority.  In addition, 323 miles of dozer line was 
constructed; much of which is along main ridges or along roads. 

There is a need to coordinate and consider private, adjacent lands, and key utility infrastructure.  
Strategic ridges and roads cross multiple land ownerships. The fuels and fire strategy needs to adopt an 
all-lands approach to fuels and fire suppression preparation.  There is a need to consider post fire 
recovery and fuel accumulations adjacent to Eldorado Irrigation District infrastructure and along Pacific 
Gas and Electric distribution lines.   

TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

The Forest staff addressed treatment effectiveness prior to the availability of preliminary RAVG data 
using soil burn severity (SBS) data. As discussed above in this document soil burn severity and RAVG 
provide differing results due to interpretation. Explosive fire growth occurred between August 15th to 
18th.   It appears that completed treatments near Grizzly Flat and last chance were able to modify fire 
behavior and reducing soil impacts (retained scorched needles). However, tree mortality in these areas 
were generally high tree severity. The explosive fire growth and resulting high severity even within 
treated areas has been commonly observed and most notably document in studies of the 2013 Rim fire.  
The appropriate conclusion is that forest treatments cannot withstand the effects of plume dominated 
fires in most cases. The take home lesson is to scale treatments accordingly (10,000 to 20,000 acres of 
continuous treated area).  

Areas outside the August 15th to 18th rapid fire growth clearly indicate an increase in a reduction in fire 
effects. Treatments resulted in higher tree survival. Middle Creek and Silver Saddle treatments provide a 
dramatic example of area treatment effectiveness. Road Runner treatments near recreation residences 
provide an example of the effectiveness of WUI treatments designed to aid suppression efforts. The 
Amador Ranger District thinning, piling, prescribed fire, and hazard reduction treatments (Gold Note RX 
fire, Copycat thinning, Dark Canyon RX fire, Callie Cat thinning, Anderson RX fire, Foster thinning, and 
View 88 thinning) created improvements in firefighter safety, reduction in fire intensity, and increase of 
fire line production rates. Forest staff concluded that these effective treatments were a major factor in 
the successful containment of the south side of the Caldor Fire and that treatment effectiveness can be 
improved by designing features and treatments to further improve firefighter safety: creating safety 
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zones and staging areas in advance and removing of hazard trees along strategic roads, fuel breaks and 
potential control lines.  

See SharePoint site HERE  for Eldorado Forest staff treatment effectiveness summaries. 

TREATMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Treatments to protect WUI and high use recreation 
sites near high fire severity areas, creation of 
strategic roadside and ridgeline fuels treatments, 
treatments in PODs that can reduce the spread of 
fire from north to south and east to west, building 
on Caldor fire suppression efforts (dozer lines and 
roadside treatments), building upon effective and 
surviving pre-fire treatments are opportunities found 
within the fire.  

Figure 12 identifies six potential management groups 
composed of 5 to 10 PODs each. Fuels and 
suppression opportunities exist relative potential for 
high severity fire and areas of post fire lower fuels. 
That is large areas of high severity fire occur in 
Group 1 PODs in the south (east of grizzly flat and 

west of the Mormon-Immigrant trail), The upper Silver Fork of the American River, and North of 
Strawberry Creek along the Highway 50 corridor (Group 6). The resulting surviving forest are widely 
scatter. This makes strategic placement or blocking 
treatments to protect surviving forest challenging.  
No clear pattern of POD potential control lines with 
adjacent high severity polygons is evident. However, 
the burned landscape can be divided into groups of 
PODS with relatively more surviving forest and 
relatively higher control probabilities.  

Group 1 PODs are dominated by high potential flame 
length and severity resulting from high vegetation 
mortality.   Opportunities exists in the Group 1 low 
severity PODs (Figure 14 and Figure 15) adjacent to 
the large high severity patch near Grizzly Flat. PODs 
171 and 217 could be managed to maintain 
relatively low flame lengths. Modeling would 
indicate (Figure 14), unmanaged, these PODs would 
generate 4-to-8-foot flame lengths under severe conditions. The Upper Cosumnes River presents 
opportunities for removal of fuels adjacent to WUI and Amador Ranger District prescribed fire and 
thinning treatments (Gold Note RX fire through Foster thinning). 

The central group 2 PODs between Mormon-Immigrant trail and Alder Ridge providing an area of  

2 3 

4 
1 

5 
6 

Figure 12 PODs grouped into areas of similar suppression 
control probability, post Caldor fire fuels and surviving forest 
cover. 

Figure 13 displays areas of reforestation need by slope inside 
and outside of WUI 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/fs-r05-cfr/Shared%20Documents/Emergency%20Response/Fuel%20Treatment%20Communication/FactSheets?csf=1&web=1&e=xWg2me
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relatively high probability of control and surviving conifer stands. This area would also block large fires 
coming out of the high severity areas east of Grizzly flat. 

Group 4 PODs have adjacent treatments outside the fire that increase control probabilities. In addition, 
Gro for has large areas of higher control probability (gentle slopes and major roads).   

Additional opportunities exist with fire prevention and considering fire cause. An analysis of fire cause 
identifies PODs with the highest incidence of fire starts. Figure 16 displays the fire cause from 1992 to 
2020 for each POD.  Eldorado NF PODs 172 and 173 have the highest fire counts. Unsurprising is that 
there is a strong nexus between human fire cause and the location of private property, high use 
recreation, and high use forest roads. The Highway 50 corridor and South Fork of the American River are 

associated with 32 of 44 fires greater 
than 10 acres. Ten of these fires are 
larger than 100 acres. The conclusion 
one can draw from the fire 
occurrence data is that there is a 
geographic nexus between large 
fires and poor access associated with 
Highway 50 corridor; and that within 
the Caldor fire perimeter there is a 
strong nexus between certain PODs 
and campfire caused fire starts. 
Lastly, lighting is common across the 
fire area; certain PODs having very 
low lighting occurrence (217, 218, 
0227) and others with high lightning 
occurrence (163, 158, and 195). 

However (within the data available), lighting has not been the cause of large fires or large fire 
complexes.  

 

Figure 15 displays areas of potential flame length 10 years 
after the Caldor fire in areas in need of reforestation 

Figure 14 displays surviving forest cover and potential 
flamelight after 10- years post Caldor fire. 

Figure 16 displays the number of fire starts and cause for each POD 1992 to 
2020 
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Opportunities should be prioritized using the following: 

• Proximity to human communities (wildland-urban interface)  

o Proximity to infrastructure (administrative, recreation, hydro-energy-irrigation) and 
private property 

o Prioritize public and fire fighter safety along roads and areas of public access. Prioritize 
these areas even before large area treatments occur.  

o Areas with high numbers of fire starts 

• Strategic value for fire management (PODs with high potential for control) 
• Areas with highest potential to protect surviving forest and increasing resilience to fire.  

• Areas of conifer reestablishment  

• Areas outside, but adjacent to, the fire footprint should be considered for prescribed fire and 
other resilience treatments.  

Treatments should consider the following: 

• Treatments should create landscape scale resilience. 

• Reduced snag hazards along key roads 

• Increase/improve drafting sites, staging areas, and safety zones 

• Linear fuel treatments should be designed for maximum effectiveness 

o Size or width 

 Research shows average 150 ft fire penetration into fuel breaks, often more on 
steep ground 

 Minimum fuel break width = 300 ft. (2 x penetration distance) each side -ridge 
or road 

 Steep ground increases distance fire penetrates treatment 

 Size dependent upon use – stand alone, hold or ingress/egress (WUI defense ¼ 
to ½ mile wide?) 

o Treatment of fuel layers 

 20 to 30 ft spacing between crowns – spacing increases with slope 

 CBD below 0.1kg/ cubic meter generally reduces crown fire initiation 

 Or target/effective basal per acre 90 for 5-to-10-inch trees or 140 basal per acre 
for 15 to 30 inch trees 
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 Need to adjust treatments for basal area growth for effectiveness period. That is 
post treatment basal areas should be 60 to 70 (small trees) or 100 to 120 (bigger 
trees) to account for basal area growth of ~50 square feet per decade.  

 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Last two green projects focused on fuel breaks and forest health--Scottiago and Brown Rock. These two 
projects contain a range of treatments and design criteria that are good examples for fuel breaks and 
strategic fuels reduction  

Reforestation areas should vary planting density based upon fuel objectives. Shaded fuel breaks should 
have wider spacing then those areas proposed to meet other objectives. 

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, POLICIES, OR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

Prescribed fire treatments will need to coordinate efforts with Eldorado County and Lake Tahoe Basin 
Air Quality Management Districts 

PRIORITIES 

Creating safe conditions for suppression personnel is a high priority. Removing hazard trees, creating 
staging areas and safety zones, improving and developing drafting sites, and creating linear fuel breaks 
along access roads and ridges found in focus (priority) PODs are a priority. Creating these safe 
suppression and prescribed fire conditions first in the implementation time schedule provide for 
meeting other resilience objectives. 

Creating resilient fuel/fire landscapes (low fuel continuity, low surface and ladder fuels, high 
heterogeneity) is a priority. These resilience treatments should be prioritized in PODs with highest 
probability for fire control across the landscape and PODs that directly affect the WUI and have a nexus 
with reforestation or habitat resilience.  PODs that directly affect WUI and have a nexus with higher 
flame length potential are 159, 163, 166, 172, 173, 174, 180, 183, 184, 185, 188, 189, 190, 192, 195, 213, 
214, 217, 218, 227, and 318. Landscape resilience PODs (PODs not directly associated with WUI) that can 
protect the most surviving forest are 157, 158, 171, 191, 212, 213, 214, and 217.  

3.4 TERRESTRIAL HABITAT (CALIFORNIA SPOTTED OWL AND NORTHERN GOSHAWK) 
NEEDS 

The Caldor fire resulted in the loss of dense canopy cover and the mortality of large diameter trees that 
provide nesting and roosting habitat for species like the California spotted owl and northern goshawk. 
The fire may have also enhanced areas burned at low and moderate severities by reducing small 
diameter trees, increasing within- and among-stand heterogeneity, and facilitating the recruitment of 
large snags and down wood.  

Eighty-six California spotted owl Protected Activity Centers (PACs; 28,400 acres), 92 owl Home Range 
Core Areas (HRCAs; 94,630 acres), and 44 northern goshawk PACs (9,250 acres) are in the Caldor fire 
footprint on the Eldorado National Forest. There is a need to evaluate the extent of degraded and 
enhanced habitat conditions, and consider other ongoing environmental stressors, to identify 
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appropriate treatments and opportunities. Please see Appendix B for details about methods and data 
products.  

The primary sources of information are spatial data for spotted owl and goshawk PACs maintained by 
the Forest and available in Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW), and preliminary spatial analysis of basal 
area loss from Rapid Assessment of Vegetation Condition after Wildfire (RAVG). We also relied on the 
Conservation Strategy for the California spotted owl in the Sierra Nevada version (Forest Service 2019) 
to help provide guidance regarding treatment opportunities. Future treatments should be designed to 
be consistent with the strategy. Lastly, there are a variety of model outputs developed for this 
assessment that were not incorporated into evaluations of terrestrial habitat because of time 
constraints. These should be considered for evaluating future project prioritization and design. 

POTENTIALLY DEGRADED CONDITIONS 

Nearly half (47%) of the California spotted owl PACs in the fire perimeter and 40% of the northern 
goshawk PACs burned predominantly at high severity fire (>75% basal area loss in over half the PAC 
acres) (Table 1). Notably, five spotted owl PACs and three goshawk PACs experienced high severity fire 
in 100% of the PAC, and 19 owl PACs and 11 goshawk PACs experienced > 80% of PAC area burning at 
high severity. The loss of multiple PACs is especially concentrated in the interior western section of the 
fire. 

There is a need to evaluate if PACs that burned at high severity in over half of their area can be re-
mapped or if they should be retired (Forest Service 2004). A preliminary review of the spatial data 
indicates that at least 16 spotted owl PACs and four northern goshawk PACs may lack potentially 
suitable habitat within a 1.5-mile buffer around an activity center. Eleven activity centers associated 
with owl PACs contain potentially suitable habitat within a 1.5-mile buffer, but the habitat is either 
highly fragmented due to surrounding high severity fire or the area contains only enough habitat to re-
map one of the multiple adjacent PACs. The Forest may wish to verify/confirm this preliminary 
evaluation. 

Table 4 Burn severity (% basal area loss) in California spotted owl and northern goshawk Protected Activity Centers (PACs). 

Resource Total in 
fire 
perimeter 

Burn severity in more than half of PAC1 

High  Low – no 
fire  

No fire Combination of high + low or 
high + no fire 

California 
spotted owl 
PACs 

86 40 (47%) 12 (14%) 14 (16%) 20 (23%) 

Northern 
goshawk PACs 

44 17 (39%) 9 (20%) 9 (20%) 9 (20%) 

1 Data for basal area come from Rapid Assessment of Vegetation Condition after Wildfire (RAVG). 
• High = > 75% basal area loss 
• Low = < 25% basal area loss 
• Combination = largest represented burn severities that when summed equal more than 50% of the PAC area. 

 

 

 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/fs-r05-cfr/Shared%20Documents/Recovery/Assessment/Caldor%20Appendices/AppendixB_TerrHtt.docx?d=w3d4efa17ef7541d295847a94a7ec20d0&csf=1&web=1&e=No45pk
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POTENTIALLY ENHANCED CONDITIONS 

Twenty-six spotted owl PACs (30%) and 18 (41%) northern goshawk PACs experienced predominantly 
unburned/low severity burns (0 – 25% basal area loss in over half the PAC acres) or did not burn at all. 
Low – moderate (25-50% basal area loss) and moderate – high (50-75% basal area loss) severity fire 
occurred but was relatively rare in PACs. Habitat conditions may have been enhanced where fire burned 
at low, low – moderate, moderate severities, or a combination of fire severities. These fires may have 
reduced small diameter trees and ladder fuels, cleaned out fine fuels, improved forest structural 
heterogeneity, retained large diameter trees and existing canopy closure, and retained or facilitated the 
recruitment of large snags and down wood. Please see the fire and fuels section for a more in-depth 
evaluation of short and long-term predictions for habitat conditions where fires burned at varying 
severities. Where the fires have enhanced habitat condition, there may be a need to conduct treatments 
to continue to improve resilience in these areas and adjacent habitat to facilitate habitat connectivity 
and landscape resilience.   

OTHER INFLUENTIAL FACTORS AFFECTING RESILIENCE 

There is a need to identify treatment opportunities in PACs and adjacent habitat where undesirable 
conditions continue to threaten ecological resilience. These conditions include potential for tree 
mortality from drought and/or insect outbreaks and excessive fuel accumulations contributing to an 
increased risk of fire (including reburns).  

Sixteen percent of owl PACs and 20% of goshawk PACs had more than half of their area unburned and 
11 owl PACs (13%) and nine goshawks PACS (20%) had approximately one third of their PAC area 
unburned. This assessment does not evaluate why these portions of PACs did not burn. There are a 
variety of potential factors – effective fire suppression efforts, weather events (e.g., shift in wind 
direction or precipitation event), resilient habitat conditions, the presence of a fuel break. It is possible 
that unburned areas of PACs and adjacent unburned forested habitat may need treatments to improve 
resilience to fire and other ecological stressors.  

TREATMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES 

The Conservation Strategy for the California spotted owl in the Sierra Nevada (Forest Service 2019) 
includes recommendations for managing highly disturbed areas that can be helpful when designing and 
prioritizing treatments. These include the following: 

A. When disturbance likes fire and insect-outbreaks move landscapes away from natural range of 
variation (NRV) conditions, evaluate post-disturbance conditions across multiple scales 
(substand to landscape scale) to determine what management activities (such as reforestation 
or fuels reductions) may be necessary to achieve NRV conditions and associated conservation 
outcomes. 

B. When managing highly disturbed landscapes, strive to retain and protect the best available 
patches of owl nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat. 

C. When managing burned areas, consider retaining severely burned stands in areas more likely to 
have experienced severe fire effects under NRV, such as upper portions of south-facing slopes. 
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Consistent with the strategy, the highest priority for treatments is where suitable nesting, roosting, and 
foraging habitat and PACs remain in the fire footprint. This highest priority reflects the desire to improve 
the long-term resiliency of the habitat the Forest has now. Treatments would be intended to improve 
resilience and habitat connectivity and may include thinning and/or prescribed burning (preferred) to 
reduce surface and ladder fuels, increase forest heterogeneity where needed, create improved growing 
conditions for large diameter trees, retain large trees and snags where they exist, and retain and 
facilitate the recruitment of large down wood. Strategic fuel breaks should be designed and placed on 
the landscape to protect these areas without fragmenting the habitat.  

These will be a need to prioritize treatments among the areas where suitable habitat and PACs remain. 
Some factors to consider include owl and goshawk occupancy status, proximity to the Wildland Urban 
Interface, access, and management intensity. These more refined evaluations were not conducted for 
this assessment.  

A second priority in the fire footprint would be to treat habitat adjacent to severely burned areas to 
enhance resilient habitat conditions and help protect it in the future. This may be especially important 
where habitat is adjacent to a burned PAC and/or overlaps a re-mapped PAC. These areas may lend 
themselves well to the use of prescribed fire which is a preferred restoration technique.  

Reforesting suitable habitat and PAC habitat that has been burned in large high severity patches is the 
third priority for treatments. This is especially true in the western interior portion of the fire where 
many PACs and the surrounding landscape burned at high severity (>75% basal area loss). These areas 
are no longer suitable nesting and roosting habitat. Reforestation, although beneficial, can take decades 
before the habitat is suitable for nesting and roosting again. Where reforestation would occur, prioritize 
areas that have high site productivity (e.g., north-facing slopes) and are near existing habitat to promote 
the growth of large diameter trees and enhance habitat connectivity.  

Treatments in retired PACs should retain available large/tall trees and high canopy cover habitat (if and 
where present) that is resilient to disturbance. Treatments should also retain and protect those areas in 
the territory with the highest potential to support future owl breeding and nesting/roosting habitat 
(Forest Service 2019). 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Reservoir Forest Health and Trident Forest Health: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/projects/eldorado/landmanagement/projects. 

Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Record of 
Decision (Forest Service 2004): 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_046095.pdf. 

The Conservation Strategy for the California spotted owl in the Sierra Nevada (Forest Service 2019): 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd624135.pdf. 

Rim fire examples: (72) Caldor | Powered by Box.  

CONSULTATION, SURVEY, AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

Both species are Forest Service Sensitive so there are no consultation requirements. 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/projects/eldorado/landmanagement/projects
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_046095.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd624135.pdf
https://usfs.app.box.com/folder/148700811217?s=5kfaaqhllghhzrav94c8nxwl06ycn5xm
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Current land management plan direction (Forest Service 2004) describes survey requirements for these 
species as part of the project planning process. This direction does not require surveys of PACs that 
would be retired. However, the conservation strategy (2019) suggests surveys one-year post-
disturbance. For the Caldor fire, the need for surveys and survey intensity should be based on pre-fire 
owl and goshawk occupancy status and the presence of remaining suitable nesting and roosting habitat. 
It may be that not all PACs need to be surveyed or need to be surveyed with a high intensity. For 
example, the Forest may wish to survey with less intensity (or refrain from surveying) a PAC that 
experienced 100% high severity fire, was not currently occupied by owls, was historically occupied by a 
territorial single, and is surrounded by a landscape that burned at high severity fire (no remaining 
nesting habitat).  

The Forest will need to determine which kind of surveys (ground surveys or automated) to implement 
where surveys are conducted. If the Forest has access to Automated Recording Units (ARUs), these can 
be used in lieu of on-the-ground surveys by staff. ARUs may detect owls over broader areas for a longer 
duration and with less overall effort than a field crew. However, this approach can be more costly if a 
large amount of data needs to be evaluated. This approach alone may also prevent the Forest from 
ground-truthing the burned areas. Depending on the needs of each PAC and/or planning, an ARU-
approach, ground-based field-led approach, or a hybrid approach may be used. 

The Eldorado National Forest is part of the regional monitoring effort evaluating the status and trend of 
California spotted owls in the Sierra Nevada. The specific survey locations (ARUs) were established 
before the Caldor fire by the research team with University of Wisconsin. This monitoring should 
continue and where the ARUs overlap the Caldor fire footprint, the data in owl occupancy trends should 
be purposefully evaluated in the context of the fire (e.g., burn severity), landscape changes, and post-
fire recovery actions.   

PRIORITIES 

1. Retain and improve resilience of habitat that remains in the fire footprint. 
2. Improve resilience of habitat adjacent to severely burned landscape. 
3. Implement reforestation in severely burned habitat. 

a. Prioritize areas of high site productivity. 
b. Prioritize areas adjacent to suitable habitat. 

REFERENCES 

Forest Service. 2004. Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement Record of Decision. Pacific Southwest Region. R5-MB-046 

Forest Service. 2019 Conservation Strategy for the California spotted owl in the Sierra Nevada version 
1.0.  

3.5 WATERSHEDS/SOILS/GEOLOGY 
NEEDS 

A primary need for soil and watershed protection will be to mitigate sediment flux and erosion and 
support the stabilization of surface soils. This is especially important in the Upper Cosumnes River 
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watershed on the west side of the burn area had the most concentrated high and moderate severity 
burn and has the most pre-Caldor fire legacy impacts. Hydraulic mining and railroad logging were 
pervasive throughout the watershed. A primary concern is the destabilization of the legacy impact 
disturbances by the fire. Because of the soil cover lost, the flow paths will concentrate water and gullies 
can form, creating new drainage features that are a much greater concern than rilling on hillslopes. 
Specific locations at high risk of erosion within this area should be identified. The high-risk locations 
should be stabilized to prevent the legacy impacts of railroad and tractor logging from being activated in 
the wake of this recent burn and creating greater long term erosional impacts (i.e., gullying). The HUC-
12 watersheds (with high burn severity PODs) in this affected area are: Camp Creek (NSN_0172, 
NSN_0189), Upper North Fork Cosumnes (NSN_0174, NSN_0185, NSN_0189), Steely Fork Cosumnes 
(NSN_0180, NSN_0183, NSN_0184), Sly Park Creek (NSN_0188), Dogtown Creek (NSN_0166, 
NSN_0227), and Sopiago Creek (NSN_0195, NSN_0227). 

Attention to ground cover vegetation growth and soil stabilization is also important along Silver Fork 
Road, which runs south out of Kyburz, mostly through the Long Canyon – Silver Fork American River 
HUC12 Watershed along the Silver Fork of the American River. The area is a popular recreation 
destination, and the ground disturbance from visitors will challenge the recovery of parts of that area.  

Additional important items that require attention were addressed in the Caldor Fire BAER assessment, 
including protection of drinking water sources, hydropower water supply, risk of rockfall and debris 
flows, and hazardous materials. Continued attention should be devoted to these items. Refer to the 
Caldor BAER reports for more information. 

A crosswalk between HUC12 and PODs can be found in Appendix C 

TREATMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

1. In the Upper Cosumnes River watersheds with legacy impacts from hydraulic mining and 
railroad and other logging, LiDAR would be a key tool to determine specific locations with high 
risk of erosion and gullying. Areas with high potential of erosion risk could rapidly be identified 
from LiDAR data, and confirmed via field visits. 

2. The Brown Rock, General Sherman, and Trestle Projects have significant planning completed and 
are in the Caldor Fire footprint. Several watershed projects within these larger projects are 
shovel ready, if not impacted by the fire. Additionally, programmatic language is included in the 
NEPA decisions for the Brown Rock and General Sherman Projects, so additional projects not 
previously identified may be added. The Brown Rock Project is located in the vicinity of the 
Camp Creek and North Fork Cosumnes River, north and south of Emigrant Trail Road. The 
General Sherman Project is located within an approximately 12,340-acre area in the vicinity of 
the Silver Fork of the American River and portions of Alder Ridge, of which approximately 8,710 
acres are National Forest System (NFS) lands. The project is bounded by Silver Fork Road on the 
east and Iron Mountain Road on the south. The Trestle Project is in the Steely Fork and Dogtown 
HUC-12 watersheds.  

3. Discuss partnership ideas with Eldorado Irrigation District to improve conditions in areas that 
affect hydroelectric project 184. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 
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Projects should avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to soil, water quality, and riparian resources 
by implementing measures to control surface erosion, gully formation, mass slope failure, and resulting 
sediment movement before, during, and after mechanical vegetation treatments. Site-specific best 
management practices (BMP) should be outlined and implemented for all projects. BMP planning 
guidance for Mechanical Vegetation Management on National Forest System lands is in the National 
Core BMP Technical Guide FS-990a. The Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(CVRWQCB) Timberland Management Activities General Order Attachments C and D should also be 
consulted for additional post-fire considerations, mitigations, and requirements to protect water quality. 

Ground disturbances from salvage logging should be covered at least 50% (soil cover), the amount 
specified by the CVRWQCB Timberland Management Activities General Order to reduce erosion, with 
logging slash or other effective ground cover. Ground disturbance from salvage logging typically increase 
erosion and sediment yield. Covering the ground with wood and litter reduces the severity of these 
outcomes. Ground cover reduces the exposure of mineral soil, supports vegetative recovery by 
providing growing conditions, and reduces erosion by trapping sediment and slowing the movement of 
water.  

Other erosion barrier treatments, such as straw wattles, silt fences, packing water bar outlets with 
wood, contour ripping, and subsoiling along contours (and not on skid trails) should be considered and 
implemented as appropriate in addition to adding effective ground cover. 

Skid trails especially produce higher amounts of runoff and sediment relative to non-compacted burnt 
areas. Skid trail layout should be planned carefully (e.g., consider slope steepness, length, and drainage 
and diversion features). Drainage from skid trails for salvage logging should be directed to areas with 
high vegetation ground cover or logging slash to reduce the pollution to waterways from enhanced 
runoff carrying sediment from the skid trails compounded with hillslope runoff and erosion from the 
fire- and logging-affected area. 

Project designs should include buffers around streams to provide areas over which eroded sediment and 
pesticides can settle out of runoff before reaching waterways, preventing contamination. A commonly 
accepted buffer width is 15 meters, but it may be beneficial to increase width based on local burn 
severity and time since fire. See Robichaud et al. 2021 for variable width recommendations. 

Table 5 Post wildfire stream buffer width recommendations for salvage logging by Robichaud et al. 2021. The adjustment factor 
is based on a 15-m stream buffer. The recommendations were developed in a study in Washington State, and may be applicable 
in California 

 
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, POLICIES, OR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

NEPA: 

• Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment 2004 Record of Decision, see direction for Riparian 
Conservation Areas 
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• USDA FS National Core Best Management Practices (BMPs)  
• USDA FS Region 5 Water Quality Management Handbook (currently expired, revision in 

progress) 
• Cumulative Watershed Effects (the Equivalent Roaded Area (ERA) method is typically used in 

Region 5) 
FERC: 

• Any necessary modifications to 4(e) and/or associated plan requirements (e.g., needed 
modifications to riparian, geomorphology, water quality, gaging station plans due to loss of 
monitoring sites, etc.) and review of projects proposed (e.g., removal/relocation of LWD post-
storm, replacement of damaged infrastructure, etc.) 

Range: 

• Any necessary modifications to Allotment Management Plans and/or implementation of 
adaptive management measures needed for recovery of aquatic systems 

Regulatory Permits that may be required depending on the details of a project: 

• Timberland Management Activities General Order (Order No. R5-2017-0061, CVRWQCB) - 
requires Significant Erosion and Potential Erosion Sites (SEPES) inventories and other specific 
post-fire requirements for activities and monitoring.  
This general order may eventually be superseded by the CVRWQCB Federal Nonpoint Source 
(NPS) Permit in development. Unlike direct discharges of waste from a single point source, NPS 
pollution may originate from multiple sources—such as roads, agricultural areas, forests and 
other features of the landscape—and is transported by rainfall, snowmelt, and irrigation water 
to many types of waterbodies. This diffuse runoff has the potential to carry both naturally 
occurring and human-originated pollutants into drainage ditches, lakes, rivers, wetlands, bays, 
and aquifers. Common contaminants and sources associated with NPS runoff can include: 
nutrients, pesticides and pathogens that may originate from agricultural and vegetation 
management activities, grazing, and dairies; fertilizers, metals, and petroleum products in 
stormwater runoff from urban areas; and sediment originating from erosion associated with 
timber harvesting activities, construction sites, and roads. 

Example activities being considered for the proposed NPS Permit include, but may not be 
limited to: 

1. Vegetation Management: Management of vegetation can improve forest health, reduce 
fuel loading, and allow harvest of commercial timber. Such activities can result in soil 
disturbance, modification of hillslope drainage patterns, and erosion. 

2. Transportation Management: Without proper design and maintenance, all phases of 
road and trail management—including construction, road use, maintenance, 
reconstruction, upgrades, and decommissioning—can lead to sediment-related 
nonpoint source pollution. Roads and trails can cause disruptions in hillslope drainage 
patterns, slope instability, and erosion. 

3. Recreational Facilities Management: Recreation activities can generate potential 
discharges of sediment, nutrients, and bacteria to watercourses, as well as result in the 
alteration of aquatic or riparian habitat. Facilities of concern include areas such as 
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campgrounds, trail heads and staging areas, high use recreation sites, recreational event 
locations, and shooting areas. 

4. Wildfire Management & Recovery: Activities conducted as part of fire suppression 
repair, emergency post-fire recovery, and long-term post-fire recovery may include 
erosion control, timber salvage, hazard tree removal, revegetation activities and related 
pesticide application. 

5. Restoration Activities: Restoration activities are often designed to improve habitat, 
prevent water quality and/or instream habitat degradation, and reduce legacy or 
chronic erosion and sedimentation. Restoration projects may include watercourse 
crossing improvement, channel and bank stabilization, stream channel and floodplain 
habitat enhancement, and meadow restoration. 

• 404 Permit (Army Corps of Engineers) - Required for discharges of dredged or fill materials to 
waters of the United States, including wetlands. May require wetland delineation. 

• 401 Water Quality Certification (CVRWQCB) - Section 401 Water Quality Certifications are 
completed for section 404 permits and any other permit issued by a Federal agency for a project 
with potential to affect water quality. Each section 404 permit needs a section 401 Water 
Quality Certification unless the section 404 permit is obtained under a nationwide permit that 
has a “blanket” Water Quality Certification. 

• National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits may also be required - 
Construction General Permit requires a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). 

• Lake/Streambed Alteration Agreement (California Department of Fish and Wildlife) – The FS is 
generally not subject to this requirement, but these have been required for partners doing work 
on FS land. 

Water Rights:  

• Change petitions and/or conversion to instream flow (Water Code §1707) depending on 
alterations to water systems (e.g., for recreation residences, range troughs and ponds, 
administrative sites, etc.) 

 
PRIORITIES 

• Reduce risk of gullying by mitigating erosion in Upper Cosumnes River watersheds with legacy 
impacts: Camp Creek, Upper North Fork Cosumnes, Steely Fork Cosumnes, Sly Park Creek, 
Dogtown Creek, Sopiago Creek 

• Support ground cover growth and soil stabilization along Silver Fork Road, Silver Fork American 
River 

• Protect drinking water (i.e., Camp Creek, Jenkinson Lake) and hydropower water supplies, 
mitigate risk of rockfall and debris flows, and clean up hazardous materials. See Caldor BAER 
reports for more information. 

REFERENCES 

Cafferata p, Lindsay D, Spittler T, Wopat M, Bundros G, Flanagan S, Coe D, Short W. Designing 
Watercourse Crossings for Passage of 100-Year Flood Flows, Wood, and Sediment. 2017. California 
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Natural Resources Agency Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. California Forestry Report No. 1 
(revised). 

Robichaud PR, Bone ED, Lewis SA, Brooks ES, Brown RE. Effectiveness of post-fire salvage logging stream 
buffer management for hillslope erosion in the U.S. Inland Northwest Mountains. Hydrological 
Processes. 2021;35: e13943. https://doi.org/10.1002/hyp.13943  

3.6 AQUATIC HABITAT/SPECIES 
NEEDS  

The Caldor fire burned at varying severities within (and upstream of) suitable, known occupied, and 
designated critical habitat for a variety of aquatic species (Table 1). There is a need to implement 
restoration treatments in areas where the fire may have degraded aquatic habitat or has the potential 
to degrade aquatic habitat without restoration. There is also a need to implement treatments to 
increase resilience of aquatic habitat to ongoing ecological stressors like prolonged drought and fire. 

This assessment summarizes information provided in the Aquatics report produced for the BAER team. 
Additional information is provided where relevant based on interviews with Eldorado National Forest 
Aquatics biologists. This assessment does not duplicate the quantitative analysis nor repeat the details 
of suggested stabilization measures described in the BAER Aquatics report; please refer to that report 
for detailed information. 

 
Table 6 Aquatic habitat affected by the Caldor fire on the Eldorado National Forest 

Species1 Status Fire burn within these habitat types? Notes 
Suitable  Known 

occupied 
Designated 
Critical Habitat 

Sierra Nevada 
yellow-legged frog 

Federally 
Endangered 

Yes Yes Yes Occupied sites include 
Middle Creek below 
road 11N18 and Forni 
Meadow in critical 
habitat. 

Yosemite toad Federally 
Endangered 

Yes No No  

California red-
legged frog 

Federally 
Threatened 

Yes No No   

Foothill yellow-
legged frog 

Forest Service 
Sensitive 

Yes No NA Fire burned upstream 
of known occupied 
habitat 

Western pond 
turtle 

Forest Service 
Sensitive 

Yes No NA Fire burned upstream 
of known occupied 
habitat 

1 Fire effects on Lahontan cutthroat trout (Threatened) are not evaluated because affected occupied habitat is on the Lake 
Tahoe Basin Management Unit. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1002/hyp.13943
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Aquatic habitat condition has been degraded in areas of high soil burn severity and may be degraded in 
areas of moderate burn severity. The fire burned at high and moderate severity over most of the 
western interior section of the fire in the Consumnes River basin (Sly Park Creek, Camp Creek, Upper 
North Fork Consumnes River, Steely Fork Consumnes River, and Dogtown Creek HUC 12 watersheds). 
Fire severity in the South Fork American River basin was more mixed with predominantly low and 
moderate severities and comparably smaller patches of high fire severity. However, there is a relatively 
large patch of high severity fire in the South Fork American River basin that burned along a steeply 
sloped area and into critical habitat for the Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog.  

There is a need to restore aquatic habitat in areas burned at moderate and high severity to improve the 
function and suitability of the aquatic habitat as well as prevent downstream adverse effects. The 
Consumnes River Basin area includes (and is upstream from) suitable habitat for the Sierra Nevada 
yellow-legged frog, foothill yellow-legged frog, and western pond turtle. The South Fork American River 
Basin supports Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog suitable, known occupied, and critical habitat; Yosemite 
toad suitable habitat; and small areas of suitable habitat for the western pond turtle and foothill yellow- 
legged frog. This basin is also upstream from suitable habitat for Sierra Nevada yellow legged frog, 
western pond turtle, and foothill yellow-legged frog.  

There is a need to stabilize and restore aquatic habitat that burned at high and moderate soil burn 
severity in the upper watersheds of two known Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog (SNYLF)-occupied 
streams – Middle Creek and Forni Meadow. Middle Creek is in the Long Canyon-Silver Fork American 
River HUC 12 watershed and Middle Creek subwatershed on the Placerville Ranger District (Figure 1). 
The known occupied site (113 acres) below road 11N18 crossing burned primarily at low soil burn 
severity and was largely intact during a BAER visit on 9/24/2021. However, the headwater section above 
the road burned at moderate and high soil burn severity and most of the riparian vegetation was 
consumed by the fire. Fifty-four percent of the subwatershed burned at moderate and high soil burn 
severity and is anticipated to have a 90% increase in flow under a two-year storm event. There is a need 
to restore these areas in the headwater section above the road to prevent excessive sedimentation and 
debris flows from coming into occupied habitat.  

Forni meadow is in the Chimney Flat South Fork American River HUC 12 watershed and Forni Meadow 
HUC 16 subwatershed on the Pacific District (Figure 2). Nearly all the 1331-acre subwatershed is 
designated as critical habitat for the SNYLF. The subwatershed contains 293 acres of occupied SNYLF 
habitat. The meadow experienced predominantly unburned/low soil burn severity. The majority of 
moderate and high soil burn severity in this watershed is below Forni meadow. The meadow is low 
gradient and contains several wetland areas that attenuate water flow and trap sediment coming from 
surrounding slopes. Although this area does not appear to have been as impacted by high soil burn 
severities as the upper watershed of Middle Creek, there remains a need to ensure that this area is 
stabilized and restored to support the known SNYLF population.  

There is a need to restore the Silver Fork and South Fork American Rivers as well as the streams and 
drainages feeding into them that burned at high and moderate severities. Middle Creek drains into the 
Silver Fork American River which drains into the South Fork American River. These rivers support 
suitable habitat for multiple aquatic species, including Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog, foothill yellow-
legged frog, western pond turtle, western pearl shell mussels, and potentially California red-legged frog. 
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Without treatments to prevent downstream sedimentation, breeding areas for many of these species 
could be lost.   

The Caldor fire burned 11,305 acres of SNYLF critical habitat, 7939 acres of Yosemite toad suitable 
habitat, and 1578 acres of California red-legged frog potential habitat (see BAER Aquatics report).  
Within critical habitat, there were some patches of moderate and high soil burn severity. There is a need 
to repair these areas to restore and stabilize these areas. 

TREATMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
Stabilize and restore degraded aquatic habitat by increasing in-channel wood abundance to retain 
and limit the amount of sediment and debris that moves downstream into suitable habitat. 
Increasing in-channel wood can also provide essential habitat features for aquatic species. The 
Aquatics BAER report contains specific prescriptions for tree size, in-channel placement, and 
stratification across stream reaches.  

Leave and/or drop downed wood in the upland areas adjacent to streams as well as in meadows to 
improve habitat and ecological condition and provide cover for amphibians. The addition of this 
habitat component can provide valuable refugia in areas like suitable Yosemite toad habitat and 
suitable and critical habitat for Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frogs that was burned by the fire. 
Adding downed wood to meadows in strategic locations can also help trap sediment and improve 
meadow and floodplain condition. This treatment would be an opportunity to use the increased 
sedimentation from the fire to improve meadows that were in a degraded state before the fire. 

Plant riparian vegetation along streams that burned at moderate and high soil severities to help 
stabilize stream banks and reduce erosion potential.  Streams that burned at moderate and high soil 
severities have increased erosion potential because the streamside riparian vegetation has burned, 
exposing the soil surface, and removing the vegetation that typically traps sediment and stabilizes 
the organic matter. Additionally, in areas experiencing moderate to severe burns, water may not be 
readily absorbed into the soil, increasing the potential for runoff, slope failure, and debris flows. 
According to the BAER hydrology report, recovery of early successional herbs and shrubs will be within 
the first few years even in areas of high severity. For areas of low burn severity, estimated full return of 
soil cover and vegetation structure should be 2-15 years. Moderate and high burn severity areas will 
take 50-100 years to return to mature forest stands, provided invasive plant colonization and drought 
years are minimal. 

Plant riparian vegetation along stream banks that also provide shading to support consistent stream 
temperatures for aquatic species and their prey. Replant native riparian vegetation that provides 
stream shading where the vegetation was consumed and may not regenerate or regenerate in a 
timely manner. For species like the western pond turtle, consider replanting vegetation (including 
black oaks) surrounding affected streams that are sufficient to provide nesting habitat shading.  

Reforest upland areas to stabilize soil and reduce sedimentation into aquatic habitat. Efforts to reforest 
upland areas should prioritize areas burned at moderate and high severity that are upslope from 
suitable, critical, and known occupied aquatic habitat. 
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Actions to repair or replace stream crossings (e.g., culverts) should be coordinated with the Aquatic 
biologist to ensure the treatment is consistent with the protection of aquatic habitat. In many areas, 
culvert repair or replacement should allow for aquatic organism passage. However, there are some 
locations where opening a previously unpassable culvert leads to the spread of non-native or invasive 
species. Any work that occurs on road 11N18 should be coordinated with the Aquatic biologist since this 
road is adjacent to occupied Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog habitat.  

DESIGN CRITERIA 

The Forest provided the following projects as examples of design criteria for treatments to improve 
aquatic habitat: Reservoir Forest Health and Trident Forest Health available at the following link: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/projects/eldorado/landmanagement/projects. 

The assessment team reached out to the Sierra National Forest regarding additional post-fire recovery 
design criteria for aquatic species and habitat. Those design criteria are currently under development.  

CONSULTATION, SURVEY, MONITORING REQUIREMENTS  

It is recommended that incoming Interdisciplinary teams consult with the Forest biologist and Aquatics 
biologists on the consultation and survey needs for the listed species and critical habitat.  

The Forest may wish to survey historically occupied Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog streams to identify 
if additional areas should be prioritized for restoration and stabilization. 

Where feasible, the Forest should consider monitoring post-fire (and post-treatment) status and trends 
in occupied Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog streams. Additionally, the Forest may wish to install 
Stream Condition Inventory plots in key stream reaches to monitor the trend in post fire stream 
condition, change in areas treated, and perhaps a control where treatments were not conducted. If the 
Forest has pre-established plots already that overlap the fire footprint, there may be value in re-visiting 
those plots before treatments occur and in intervals after treatment to evaluate trends. 

PRIORITIES 

1. Stabilize and restore headwater sections of occupied SNYLF streams (Middle Creek and Forni 
meadow) that were burned at moderate and high soil burn severity. 

2. Stabilize and restore the South Fork and Silver Fork American Rivers and streams and drainages 
that flow into these rivers that were burned at moderate and high soil burn severity.  

3. Stabilize and restore all other areas, especially the Consumes River basin, that burned at 
moderate and high soil burn severity.  

 

 

 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/projects/eldorado/landmanagement/projects
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3.7 CLIMATE RISK 
 

Predictions of future climate for the Caldor fire 
area indicate warmer temperatures and stable 
or wetter conditions under an “ensemble” 
scenario for 20 to 40 years and somewhat drier 
conditions after 40 years. See Figure 17. 

The California Climate Hub identifies 10 
climate scenarios. Scenarios from Hot and dry 
to warm and wet are included in the climate 
scenarios. The Probability for Natural 
regeneration analysis (Estes 2021) included 
three of these climate scenarios: The mean 
precipitation scenario was estimated as the 30-
year (1981-2010) historical mean precipitation; 
hot and dry precipitation scenario; and warm 
and wet precipitation scenario. Conifer 
establishment from seed occurs during wet 
conditions that occur episodically in the Sierra 
Nevada Range that also coincide with seed 

production.  If conditions following the 2021 Caldor fire are dry enough to compare to the hot and dry 
climate scenario than natural regeneration will be greatly reduced.  High seed production combined 
with high precipitation would return the highest natural regeneration probability. 

Climatic water deficit (CWD) is the annual evaporative demand that exceeds available water.  It has 
been suggested as a proxy for conifer reforestation difficulty and vegetation vulnerability to drought 
stress. Higher CWD values indicates higher moisture stress.  Figure 19 below identifies the CWD for two 
time periods 2001-2010 and 2011-2020. The average CWD has lowered in the two time periods. That is 
the last 10 years have seen lower water stress on average than the previous period. However, the 
variability around the average has increased. That is the last ten years have seen higher highs and lower 
lows in CWD and precipitation compared to the previous ten-year average. Higher elevations in the 
upper mixed conifer and true fir types have seen the greatest increase in variability. The consequence 
for tree stress is that trees experience longer periods exposed to water stress and fewer spring/fall rain 
events with wet conditions that promote natural regeneration. It is unclear which climate scenario best 
reflects the last 20 years of historical climate: Hot and Dry or Warm and Wet.   

Within the Caldor fire 20-year historic CWD averages are consistent with the persistence of conifer 
dominated vegetation. And climate predictions (ensemble) for the next 20 to 50 years indicate an 
elevated vulnerability to drought and fire. Changes in landcover are predicted under the hot and dry 
scenario. That is that some shift from conifer to hardwood cover may occur in the hot and dry scenario 
resulting from high temperature and aridity. This is especially true in lower elevations near Grizzly Flats 
and Jenkin lakes. However, persistent historic averages in CWD will not drive land cover changes in the 
fire area. Said another way managing for conifer cover (reforestation) remains a viable treatment 
option.  However, managers should respond to the greater variability around the mean water stress by 

Figure 17 displays historical and future climate aridity for the 
Caldor fire area based upon 10 climate models and historical 
climate. The red dot indicates the "ensemble" future scenario. 
from the California climate Hub 
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managing for the higher episodes in CWD. That is lower tree density and less shrub competition. 
Repeated high severity fire presents the greatest risk to land cover changes than aridity alone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Coefficient of Variation for CWD for two time periods 2001-2010 and 2011-2020.  Tan, brown, and purple colors 
indicate increased variability during each 10-year period 

 

              2001 to 2010                                                                          2011 to 2020 
Figure 18 Mean Climatic Water Deficit for 2001 -2010 and 2011-2020. Brown and tan areas indicate areas of greater 
drought vulnerability  
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3.8 ROAD AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEED 

The Caldor Fire contains approximately 1077 miles of National Forest Service (NFS) Roads within the fire 
footprint.  After BAER treatment and hazard tree treatments are completed during the fall/winter 
season, additional road work, including slope stabilization, drainage armoring, drainage structure repair 
and installation, and road failure repair will be needed.  Throughout the road systems, the El Dorado 
National Forest expects to see an increase in rock fall, debris flows, and down trees.  Other anticipated 
treatments for 2022 include installation of drainage dips, continued road maintenance from rock fall, 
debris flow, and downed trees, installation of culvert risers, repair of road drainages, and installation of 
both BAER signs for public safety and route marker signs through the BAR program. 

POST-FIRE ROAD PRIORITIZATION 

Approximately 359 miles of NFS roads will be treated under BAER.  The El Dorado National 
Forest is implementing a fire closure for the Caldor Fire as the forest addresses hazard tree 
removal and road work within the Caldor Fire footprint.   

Recommended Prioritization Criteria 

Shown in Table 7, the following NFS roads should be the highest priority with the Caldor Fire.  
These roads are arterial roads that are highly used by the public and are potential major haul 
routes for timber/salvage sales in the future for the Caldor Fire. These are mainly major arterial 
roads within the Caldor Fire.  For a map of these high priority roads, please refer to Figure 1 in 
the Appendix D. 

Table 7 High Priority NFS Roads 

Road Number Road Name Road Miles 
9N73 Grizzly Caldor Road 6.9 

10N50 Mormon Emigrant Trail Road 22.5 
10N83 North South Road 25.4 
11N26 Wrights Lake Road 3.9 
11N40 Silver Fork Road 15.2 

 Total Miles 73.9 
 

The ENF could seek to stormproof high priority roads to provide protection against future fires 
in addition to considering the more immediate needs of protecting against the effects of post-
fire floods in burnt areas. At a minimum, all drainage structures should be addressed including 
but not limited to cleaning culverts and ditches.  In addition, surveys that consider drainage 
structure sizing, diversion potential, and erosion potential are needed to identify areas where 
investment in stormproofing would be the most beneficial. Treatment could include drainage 
armoring and upsizing culverts to better fit the 100-year flow upstream of the drainage 
features.  Furthermore, sediment risk can be estimated using the GRAIP-Lite data recently 
provided by the Rocky Mountain Research Station.  GRAIP Lite data can be calibrated to allow 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=54828
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the sediment delivery curves to be customized to the Forest. Some local data are already 
available from the GRAIP Lite inventory done on the Mokelumne Power Fire area. 

After these high priority roads are addressed for the Caldor Fire, the second highest priority will 
be roads that access roads for recreational sites and haul routes for future timber and salvage 
sales.  Most of these roads are collector roads within the Caldor Fire.  See Table 8 for additional 
details and Figure 2 for a map of these roads. 

Table 8 Second Highest Priority Roads 

Road Number Road Name Road 
Miles 

8N55 Gold Note 7.6 
9N17 Cat Creek 4.1 
9N22 Buckskin Joe 3.6 
9N30 Capps Reservoir 18.7 
9N46 Bear Meadow Loop 6.3 

10N07 Caples Lake Campground 0.2 
10N11 Kirkwood Lake 0.8 
10N14 Mule Canyon 4.7 
10N25 Owens Camp Loop 3.5 
10N28 Hells Delight 7.7 
10N37 Sly Park Work Center 0.3 
10N40 Plum Creek 16.1 
10N43 Light Canyon 3.3 
10N55 Bonetti 12.6 
10N57 Camp Creek 9.5 
10N59 Snow Mill 8.3 
10N64 Marshall Mine 1.0 
10N69 Environmental Ed. 0.5 
10N76 Mormon Emigrant Trail Info Site 0.1 
10N83I Capps Crossing Picnic 0.1 
10N93 Shanty Canyon 4.0 

10NY01 Fleming Meadow 1.4 
1105 Echo Lake Road 1.2 
1106 Johnson Pass Road 1.3 
1107 Old Meyers Grade Road 1.6 

11N06 Echo Summit 0.6 
11N06A Firs Campground 0.2 
11N09 Aspen Creek 2.2 
11N13 Echo Summit Area Road 0.4 
11N14 Horsetail Falls Parking 0.1 
11N16 45 Mile Campground 0.6 
11N24 41 Milestone 0.6 
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Road Number Road Name Road 
Miles 

11N27 39 Mile Summer Home 0.7 
11N40G Silver Creek Campground 0.1 

11N40GA Silver Creek CG Spur A 0.2 
11N40GB Silver Creek CG Spur B 0.3 

11N46 Alder Creek 0.9 
11N53 Alder Creek Picnic 1.0 
11N74 30 Milestone 0.4 
11N99 Granite Springs 1.6 

11NY32 47 Milestone 0.1 
 

Similarly, to the high priority roads, these roads, at a minimum, should address repair of 
existing drainage features including cleaning culverts and ditches.  It is recommended to 
provide drainage armoring and culvert upsizing to drainage structures that has potential for 
having the road be washed out in the future. 

After both the highest and second highest priority NFS roads are addressed, other NFS roads 
that are open to the public should be addressed next.  Due to the number of roads in this list, 
please refer to the Appendix D for the list of roads covered under this priority.   

Lastly, the lowest priority to be addressed are NFS roads not open to the public but may be 
needed for timber or salvage road access.  These are mostly Maintenance Level 1 roads and will 
likely need road reconstruction to be feasible haul routes.  Please refer to the Appendix D for 
the list of roads covered under this priority. 

Road Repair Recommendation 

Maintenance Level 4 and 5 Roads 

On Maintenance Level 4 and 5 roads which consists of mostly chip seal and asphalt roads, a 
recommendation is repair and patch existing potholes to ensure these roads address public 
safety as well as cover the needed road reconstruction work needed as part of future timber 
and salvage sales in the area.  In addition, if funding allows, it is recommended to do an asphalt 
or chip seal overlay to lengthen the life of these roads in the future.  In addition, these roads 
should keep vegetation clearance to the width of the road and repair and cleaning of existing 
drainage features to keep the functionality of the road infrastructure.  Since these roads are 
major access roads throughout the forest, it is important to keep these roads in serviceable 
condition.   

 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=54828
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=54828
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Maintenance Level 3 Roads 

Maintenance Level 3 roads consists of mostly aggregate surface roads.  To keep the 
functionality of these roads, repair recommendation, at a minimum, will be surface blading to 
facilitate road drainage of the road infrastructure.  In addition, wherever possible, spot rocking 
or aggregate surfacing is recommended to lengthen the life of the road infrastructure.  These 
roads should also keep vegetation clearance to the width of the road and repair and cleaning of 
existing drainage features to keep the functionality of the road infrastructure especially if the 
road is highly used by the public or will be used as a haul route for future timber or salvage sale. 

Maintenance Level 2 Roads 

Maintenance Level 2 roads consist of mostly native surface roads.  To keep the functionality of 
these roads, repair recommendation includes surface blading, spot rocking, vegetation clearing, 
and drainage feature cleaning.  On some roads, reconstruction may be needed to re-establish 
drainage which include but limited to road outsloping, insloping of road where inside ditches 
exist, armoring of slope for slope stability, and repair of existing washouts to provide access. 

Maintenance Level 1 Roads 

Maintenance Level 1 roads consists of mostly native surface roads.  Unless the road is needed 
for fire access or timber harvest, it is recommended that these roads remain closed to the 
public.  Recommended repair, at a minimum, include installing a barrier at the entrance to 
these roads.  Barriers include but not limited to installing earth berms and gates.  These roads 
should be kept close to the public.   

Additional Road Infrastructure Information 

Aside from the general recommendation for road repair based on Maintenance Level, the 
following table provides additional information of roads that need road reconstruction if used 
as a haul route for future timber or salvage sale.  These roads are what has been found out in 
the field, but the table may not contain all the roads that may need of repair or reconstruction 
to address access needs. 

Table 9 Road Reconstruction Detail 

Road Road Reconstruction Need 
10N42 Mill Creek Road – Repair of multiple minor 

washouts along road which could limit timber 
access 

10N50 Mormon Emigrant Trail – Repair of existing 
fence line under BAR Pilot 

10N51 Girard Mill Road – Road showing signs of road 
failure.  Road reconstruction is recommended 
to keep road functional especially if used as a 

timber or salvage harvest haul route 
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Other Infrastructure Repair 

Aside from the road infrastructure, other engineering infrastructures within the Caldor Fire will 
need of repair.  Table 3 provides more detailed information of infrastructure repair needed for 
each infrastructure.  Some of these minor infrastructure repairs could be addressed under the 
BAR Pilot program such as sign repair and replacement, toilet replacement, or fence line repair 
or replacement.  Other infrastructure repairs are covered under the BAER implementation; 
however other infrastructure repair such as bridge and trail replacement will likely need to be 
addressed through other funding source such as ERFO, GAOA, or OHV funds. 

Table 10 identifies Forest Service infrastructure in need of repair. 

Location Repair Recommendation 
Mormon Emigrant Trail Road Place barriers to prevent off-road travel along the Mormon 

Emigrant Trail Road 
Elksins OHV Area Place barriers to prevent off-road travel within the Elksins 

OHV Area 
Gold Note OHV Area Place barriers to prevent off-road travel within the Gold Note 

OHV Area 
Silver Lake East Campground Replace existing aggregate surface and overlay with 2 inches 

of asphalt 
Capps Crossing Campground Replace CXT toilet 

Trail Bridge Repair Repair or replace existing trail bridges in the following 
location: Clubhouse, Fred’s Place, Aspen, Huckleberry, Sayles, 

and XP Kyburz 2. 
Alder Creek Bridge Replace the existing burned Alder Creek Bridge that was 

burned under the Caldor Fire. 
Grizzly Guard Station Remove hazardous waste material and debris from guard 

station.  Rebuild the Grizzly Guard Station. 
Plummer Ridge Guard Station Remove hazardous waste material and debris from guard 

station 
Dogtown Creek Crossing on 

North South Road 
Replace existing guardrails damaged by the Caldor Fire. 

Capps Crossing on North South 
Road 

Replace damaged railings on Capps Crossing Bridge 

Capps Crossing on Capps 
Reservoir Road 

Replace burned wood curbs on vented ford at the Capps 
Crossing on Capps Reservoir Road (9N30 Road) 

Sign Repair and Replacement 
Within the Caldor Fire 

Through the BAR Pilot program, repair and replacement of 
damaged or burned signs  
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PODS Ranking 

Roads PODS 
High Priority Roads – 9N73, 10N50, 
10N83, 11N26, 11N40 

NSN_0157, NSN_0158, NSN_0159, NSN_0163,  
NSN_0166, NSN_0171, NSN_0172, NSN_0180, 
NSN_0184, NSN_0185, NSN_0188, NSN_0189, 
NSN_190, NSN_0191, NSN_0210, NSN_0213, 
NSN_0214, NSN_0217, NSN_0218, NSN_0256, 
NSN_0260, NSN_0294, NSN_297 
 

Second Priority Roads – 8N55, 9N17, 
9N22, 9N30, 9N46, 10N07, 10N11, 
10N14, 10N25, 10N28, 10N37, 10N40, 
10N43, 10N55, 10N57, 10N59, 10N64, 
10N69, 10N76, 10N83I, 10N93, 
10NY01, 1105, 1106, 1107, 11N06, 
11N06A, 11N09, 11N13, 11N14, 11N16, 
11N24, 11N27, 11N40G, 11N40GA, 
11N40GB, 11N46, 11N53, 11N74, 
11N99, 11NY32 

NSN_0161, NSN_0173, NSN_0174, NSN_0192, 
NSN_0211, NSN_0227, NSN_0298, NSN_0318 
 

Other Roads  NSN_0160, NSN_0183, NSN_195, NSN_0212, 
NSN_0257,  

 

PODs that include the high priority roads also addresses most of the other infrastructure repairs 
since the other infrastructure repairs are within these PODs.   

4 RESOURCE TYPES/ FOCUS PODS: 
Table 12 Identifies resource types for ranking and ranking considerations.  The Leaders intent and 
resource priorities were used to identify priority PODs focused on WUI, public safety, protecting 
surviving habitat, and providing the highest probability of fire containment (see Figure 20). PODs with 
more recreation facilities, higher potential flame lengths, and higher potential for natural regeneration 
were secondary considerations.  

Focus PODs do not exclude other priority treatment. Rather the Focus PODs are those areas that have 
the most effective reforestation, fire suppression control, and highest public use (roads and recreation), 
most surviving habitat, while coinciding with the WUI. Other treatments within other PODs (not focus) 
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are still necessary: hazard tree removal, road reconstruction, facility repair, suppression repair, and 
BAER work.  

leader’s intent and staff input, and resource priorities results in 12 Primary Focus PODs that surround 
grizzly flat, identify Iron and Baltic ridges as key control lines, and prioritize heavily used recreation areas 
(for example Echo summit). Poor accessibility eliminated some PODs along the highway 50 corridor and 
the southwest of the fire. These areas have relatively high WUI, but steep drainages result in fewer acres 
of treatment. A secondary set of PODs are identified. These secondary PODS had lower WUI acres or less 
developed recreation or fewer accessible acres, but more surviving CSO habitat.  

 

 

Figure 20 displays Primary and Secondary Focus PODs that identify areas of highest priority for landscape treatment. POD 
selection was based upon WUI acres, developed recreation, surviving CSO habitat, probability for control, and accessible 
reforestation. 

 

Rankings relative to wildlife habitat restoration were based on the amount of remaining suitable habitat 
in a POD. The PODs with the most remaining habitat may not be prioritized in the cumulative ranking 
due to the consideration of multiple higher priority resources (e.g., WUI). Similarly, some PODs with high 
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soil burn severity (POD 185) had lower overall ranking.  Sixty percent of the Cosumnes River water flows 
through POD 185 and POD 185 has high soil burn severity.  However, individual rankings in POD 185 for 
WUI acres, accessible acres, surviving habitat, and fewer developed recreation areas lowered the rank 
for the POD.  Weighting resource factors differently would result in a different set of Primary PODs.   

Table 11 identifies the priorities used in identifying Focus PODs 

Resource Type Ranking Consideration 

Recreation PODs were ranked based upon the number of recreation facilities. Included 
in the consideration for ranking was visual quality objectives and the nexus 
with reforestation. Staff identified areas of Echo Summit, highway 50 
corridor, and Jenkin’s Lake as higher priority 

Timber Hazards to the public along roads and facilities were considered in the 
ranking for each assessment area. The need for reforestation based upon fire 
severity was considered in the ranking. Assessment areas where ranked 
based upon difficulty or ease of treatment: steep vs flat, road access, far 
from mill vs close to paved road. PODs dominated by better Forest soils and 
salvageable timber were ranked higher.  

Fuels/WUI PODS with the highest values at risk or in the WUI were ranked higher.  Also, 
those assessment areas strategically significant for suppression operations 
received a higher rank. Areas with the highest probability for control were 
given priority.   

Terrestrial Habitat Areas with the most remaining California Spotted Owl habitat received a 
higher ranking.  

Infrastructure Hydroelectric project infrastructure was identified. Irrigation infrastructure 
was identified. Roads with higher priorities for reconstruction and repair 
were identified.   Damaged facilities were also considered 

Watersheds/Soils/Geology Areas of high soil burn severity and high soil erosion were the highest 
priority 

Climate and Fire Risk Climate variables did not provide a means to narrow or prioritize treatments. 
Higher elevations have become more variable relative to aridity.  
Reforestation areas are not limited by climate. However, the high CWD 
variability may drive high severity when combined with fuel loads; In areas of 
higher CWD found in western PODs 
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4.1 VALUES/RANKS 
Tables 13 and 14 display acres, ranks, and averages for specific resources. The values in table 13 were 
used to develop the ranks in table 14.  A complete listing and ranks can be found in the Master Metric 
Spread sheet: HERE  
T:\FS\NFS\R05\Collaboration\PostFire_ForestRecover\GIS\Caldor\Workspace\RRojas\Caldor_Master_m
etric_sheetv2.xlsx. 

Table 12 Selected values for PODs. Values provide indicators of amount of need for focus resources 
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 0157  4,707   4,580  3453  10   431  Low High  1   9   391   305  
 0158  7,550   1,282  4769  34   1,982  Low High  -     13   332   208  
 0159  5,166   2,803  3191  20   822  Mod High  -     12   59   517  
 0160  4,586   1,778  2853  16   185  Mod Mod  3   21   10   306  
 0161  3,761   2,630    7   284  Low 4 7  21   -     9  
 0163  7,951   5,650  2677  90   3,007   High Mod  5   26   363   144  
 0166  11,076   7,360  4876  121   4,172   High High  4   20   609   2,262  
 0171  5,314   131  2990  40   1,996  Mod High  2   18   396   411  
 0172  8,023   2,663  1678  128   4,114   High Low  -     21   790   2,879  
 0173  5,331   7,433  3848  14   518  Low Mod  4   13   27   277  
 0174  5,233   5,926  353.8  122   3,717   High Low  -     26   368   3,887  
 0180  3,728   8,193  1523  47   1,624  Mod High  -     22   334   1,288  
 0183  883   2,965  415.9  9   173   High Mod  1   20   -     672  
 0184  5,935   6,488  519.5  138   3,568   High Low  2   26   542   3,185  
 0185 4684  1,217  205  114   2,975   High Low  2   26   1,065   2,670  
 0188 1881  5,433  570  22   663   High Low  -     18   115   1,570  
 0189 9978  3,162  3183  179   5,285   High Mod  -     27   949   1,899  
 0190 6615  2,924  3168  51   2,300  Mod High  5   15   315   605  
 0191 4965  358  3653  18   1,110  Low High  -     14   40   44  
 0192 6334  6,127  3422  44   1,127  Mod Mod  12   26   -     206  
 0195 2078  2,602  1256  12   584  Mod High  5   14   38   347  
 0210 4003  710  1268  12   484   High Mod  7   22   -     166  
 0211 5729  281  4761  6   207  Low High  2   27   -     25  
 0212 5680  1,898  3896  17   737  Mod High  1   14   248   82  
 0213 1397  617  560  15   513  Mod Mod  -     20   78   212  
 0214 2731  3,758  1667  16   609  Mod High  1   16   224   379  
 0217 5427  1,772  2701  68   2,071  Mod High  1   26   340   473  
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 0218 1637  920  708.2  22   653   High Mod  -     25   189   190  
 0227 4909  6,619  2337  37   800  Mod Mod  1   16   99   869  
 0256 5660  5,627  4157  12   455  Low High  12   10   8   135  
 0257 2629  2,712    4   17  Mod Mod 1  7   -     492  
 0260 2671  995  1099  18   943  Mod High  -     17   216   43  
 0294 2415  2,450  997  4   184  Low Mod  1   3   600   134  
 0297 4096  3,200    4   336  Low Mod 0  5   1,614   618  
 0298 2127  2,008  1005  21   348  Mod Low  10   23   -     391  
 0318 3945  4,660  2470  13   617  Low High  1   9   129   391  
 0345 649  623    2   0  Low NA  2   7   -     7  
 0346 8206  3    33   -    Mod High  -     24   -     253  
 0347 694  77  3453  0   0  Low NA  2   2   -     11  
Count 39           

sum 180,386 120,638 76,230 1,540 49,610     10,488 28,560 
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Table 13 identifies POD ranks relative to focus resource metrics 
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0157 1 2 1 0 .75 1 1 1 7.25 Primary 
0158 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 6.5 Secondary 
0163 0 2 .75 0 1 .75 2 0 6.75 Primary 
0166 1 2 1 .5 1 1 2 1 9 Primary 
0171 0.5 1 1 0 1 1 1.5 0.5 6.25 Secondary 
0172 0 2.5 .75 .5 1 .5 2 0 7.75 Primary 
0173 0 2 1 0 .75 .75 1.5 0 6 Secondary 
0174 0 2.5 .75 .5 1 .5 1.5 0 7.25 Primary 
0180 0 2.5 .75 .5 1 1 1.5 0 7.5 Primary 
0189 1 1.5 1 .5 1 .75 2 1 8 Primary 
0190 0 1.5 1 .5 1 1 2 0 7.25 Primary 
0191 1 1 1 0 .75 1 2 1 7 Primary 
0192 0.5 2 1 0 .75 .75 2 0.5 7 Primary 
0212 0.5 1.5 1 0 .75 1 2 0.5 7 Primary 
0217 0 1.5 .75 0 1 1 1.5 0 6.25 Secondary 
0256 0.5 2 1 0 .75 1 1 0.5 6.25 Primary 
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5 Maps and Data 

Several data sets were used in the Rapid Assessment and are available to in interdisciplinary Teams. 

Caldor Rapid Assessment GIS data can be found at 
T:\FS\NFS\R05\Collaboration\PostFire_ForestRecover\GIS\Caldor 

RAVG Data 

This is a base set of data produced from USFS GTAC office. Included in this data is the enhanced R5 
RAVG that identifies reforestation need based upon CAS land base, vegetation, slope, ownership, and 
fire severity. 

Remote Sensing Lab Data: 

This data contains climate data, volume data, volume by size class, basal area by species, Mean annual 
increment (productivity), land cover data, and imagery before and after the Caldor fire.  Caldor fire RSL 
data can be found here: T:\FS\NFS\R05\Collaboration\PostFire_ForestRecover\GIS\Caldor. 

Assessment data 

This data set is the result of analysis for the Assessment. It contains processed data:  

• salvage volume 
o Within reforestation Need 
o Reforestation need by site quality 
o Along roads 
o Road access 

• Fuels data 
o Flame Length 
o Fuel hazard 

• Vegetation Data 
o Surviving vegetation  

 Combined with LEMMA imputed size and live tree canopy 
 Surviving tree cover by canopy cover 

• Ranked and Value data  
o This is a wide range of metrics identifying the intersection/nexus between Resource 

Types and Focus Recourses 
• Recreation data 

o VQO intersected with reforestation need 
o Number of facilities 

• Spotted Owl PACs and HRCA by severity and vegetation 
• Climatic Water Deficit 2001 to 2010, and 2011 to 2020 
• Soil site productivity by weighted Cubic Foot –  
• R5site from 1970’s era soil/vegetation maps 
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Caldor Fire Response Team - SharePoint 

SharePoint site location contains additional data and summaries. The SharePoint is managed by 
Debra Tatman (Eldorado NF). The SharePoint site is still under construction as of 12/3/21.  The links 
below provide access to the data: 

Caldor Fire Response Team 

Associated SharePoint (open now to USDA) 

In the Recovery Channel in the Team, is a folder called Assessment. Staff engagement video and 
presentation is available: 

 (Caldor Staff Engagement & Intro Map Basal Areal Loss) that were attached to this meeting's 
meeting invite. 

Post Fire – Natural Regeneration 

This data is developed using the POSCRPT post-fire conifer regeneration tool. The data is located: 
T:\FS\NFS\R05\Collaboration\PostFire_ForestRecover\GIS\Caldor 

LIDAR 

New pre-fire LiDAR will become available in calendar year 2022.  The data was not used in the post fire 
assessment. 

6 Rapid Assessment Team 

Leader – Ramiro Rojas (Assistant Regional Silviculturist R5) 

Wildlife Biologist– Stephanie Coppetto (Regional Monitoring Coordinator R5) 

Ecologist – Becky Estes (Province Ecologist) 

Hydrologist – Lisa Fong (Regional Hydrologist R5) 

Engineer – Alvin Sarmiento (Roads Manager Shasta-Trinity National Forest) 

Geographic information Services – Johnathan Partsch 

Field Crew Leader – Cody Carter (Region 8 Timber Strike-Team) 

 

 

  

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3aUKIi6bLLtiC7hpIaBbFZo2l8FRiWnaX_Wta9gE9QV6U1%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=45cbfa26-24e7-4b32-be3b-b0d7308a8baf&tenantId=ed5b36e7-01ee-4ebc-867e-e03cfa0d4697
https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/sites/fs-r05-cfr/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a7b7c4674e7fc4e2eb17cccaf36c39981%40thread.tacv2/Recovery?groupId=45cbfa26-24e7-4b32-be3b-b0d7308a8baf&tenantId=ed5b36e7-01ee-4ebc-867e-e03cfa0d4697
https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/files/Recovery?threadId=19%3A7b7c4674e7fc4e2eb17cccaf36c39981%40thread.tacv2&ctx=channel&context=Assessment&rootfolder=%252Fsites%252Ffs-r05-cfr%252FShared%2520Documents%252FRecovery%252FAssessment
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/040D555D-5EC3-4F67-9E2B-72EC765D3E53?tenantId=ed5b36e7-01ee-4ebc-867e-e03cfa0d4697&fileType=docx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fusdagcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2Ffs-r05-cfr%2FShared%20Documents%2FRecovery%2FAssessment%2FCaldor_Staff_Engagement_Introductionv1.docx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fusdagcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2Ffs-r05-cfr&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:7b7c4674e7fc4e2eb17cccaf36c39981@thread.tacv2&groupId=45cbfa26-24e7-4b32-be3b-b0d7308a8baf
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/2B481369-EAE1-48EA-AE32-A86E9E4AAD36?tenantId=ed5b36e7-01ee-4ebc-867e-e03cfa0d4697&fileType=pdf&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fusdagcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2Ffs-r05-cfr%2FShared%20Documents%2FRecovery%2FAssessment%2FIntro_Map_Basal_Area_Loss_v01.pdf&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fusdagcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2Ffs-r05-cfr&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:7b7c4674e7fc4e2eb17cccaf36c39981@thread.tacv2&groupId=45cbfa26-24e7-4b32-be3b-b0d7308a8baf
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Appendix A – Caldor Staff Engagement Notes November 15 2021 

 

NOTES: 

What key characteristics do you want to see on the landscape within the Caldor fire footprint in 5 or 10 
years? 

• Improved firefighter safety on the landscape 
o Hazard tree management  
o POD boundaries are the most significant feature 
o Reduce fuels 

• Eric Nicita: Acute short-term erosion in watersheds. Fire will expose and exacerbate 
chronic problems. Identify chronic long terms problems that will be exacerbated and 
meadows that could benefit.  

o Roads were hydrologically stable until cover was burned off. Will gully and 
gullies will start widening. ID potential areas of gullying and try to fix before 
expansion. 

• Marc Young: clear deforested land of timber, reforest with growing conifer forest that is 
free of fuels and competing vegetation 

o Challenges--mill capacity/where to put wood, funding 
o As much of land reforested with low fuels and competing vegetation 
o Critical to remove standing dead trees – will increase opportunities 

• Matt Brown: keep invasives at or below current levels 
o Programmatic NEPA is in place for invasive plant management; need to get 

capacity to do the work 
o  

• Chuck Loffland 
I think we want to capitalize on those areas that remain more or less intact, focus 
reforestation and treatments to connect these areas up for habitat/resource connectivity. A 
prioritization of areas that may be allowed to progress with less intervention, to provide 
post fire habitat values that will have less likelihood of compromising investments in the 
future. 

A stable infrastructure that will support continued restoration work into the future. 

If we do go forward with a more traditional salvage sale model, use harvest by description 
and take what is completely dead at the time of the harvest vs. mortality guidelines. I think 
there is more to take out than we'll be able to get to anyway, let's not get wrapped around 
the axle on mortality guidelines (internally or with the public). 
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How would you prioritize the PODs with Yellow Pine or Mixed Conifer forests in high/moderate 
burned locations? 

• Traci Allen: look at probability of treatment success, burn severity 
o Come up with strategy for prioritization of treatments based on which sites 

are better able to grow seedlings, the amount of site prep required 
o Use climate to identify areas of different climate scenarios 

• Chuck Loffland- Prioritize the PODs on best likelihood of reaching restoration goals. Best 
growing ground, water, access for treatment, cost. 

• Marc Young: one POD vs others may depend on ability to manage one area for future fire 
vs other 

o Within PODs, will depend on higher site ….. 
o Where there was not already a strong brush component already established 

• Rocio-Where infrastructure is already in place to support restoration 
o Tagging on to Rocio...often rec sites align with where there is good 

infrastructure in place. Consideration of rec facilities, popular trails in 
planning treatment/reforestation. 

o I agree with both Rocio and Charis.  If much of the watershed effects are 
from highly roaded areas, we should make the effort to fix the watershed 
issues of areas with many roads. It would seem best done during a timber 
harvest.  Even consider obliteration opportunities of non-system roads 

  

What position shortages? 

• Would add lack of personnel, contracting etc. capacity 
• Charis Parker: contracting in grants and agreements. Partner capacity also affected. 

Limited staffing and a lot of demand on contracting and G&A staff internally; also, external 
contractors and partners having trouble staffing. 

• Mark Young: lacking CORs, inspectors with reforestation experience, qualified 
silviculturists. Also lack of people who will do government contracts/do work on the 
ground 

• Loffland: Contracting/inspectors personnel need more available, contracting/agreement 
staff on Forest vs. centralized. Resource staff, wildlife/arch/botany etc... we've been 
running pretty shot for quite a while now. 

• Kim Morales: Our Timberlands General Order (NPS permit) requires surveying Significant 
Erosion and Potential Erosion Sites SEPES on roads (which requires staff), but we can't fix 
SEPES without adequate engineering staff. 

• Joe Garotto: SHPO and FWS to not leave fuel behind. Need firefighters for offseason to Rx 
burn.  

o Personnel is a challenge because lack of moving financial support and 
expensive housing 

• Katy Parr: King fire had trouble outsourcing for planning and to get work done; need to be 
thoughtful about intersection with capacity. 

o King Fire use combo contractors, in-house, enterprise to staff needs 
o  Lack of detailers, contractors and partners to accomplish King fire planning 
o Increase of scale of fires challenges Forest on how to prioritize and focus 

planning 
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Which PODs have the best chance of success at stopping next large fire and which have best chance of 
reforestation success? 

  

Which past projects can be used as templates for management actions and design criteria? 

• Are there examples from other SN forests that we can take advantage of? 
o The King Fire would be a good template for Botany Design Criteria 
o King Fire lessons learned: 

https://usfs.box.com/s/4x92lxjlgk4x4k1bai43lxmk6vb10veb 
• Jesse Plummer: Saw from Power Fire that reforestation and burning not ready to mix. Plan 

for 100% suppression effectiveness. POD perimeters need to be highly effective fuel 
breaks. 

• Idea to find the PODs within which we can suppress fire 
  

What info do we need to know how to ID fuel breaks or PODs that will contain future fires to assist in 
reducing fire severity? 

• Seems to me that what's missing for PODs that will contain fires, is human use patterns 
and how those are likely to result in starts, and/or complicate suppression efforts and POD 
effectiveness. 

• PODs are not always a good place to work. E.g., We can work on a ridgeline, but not in a 
river 

o Currently deficient in North-South features since most things run East-West. 
o Where there is existing infrastructure, easier to work 
o Where increased mortality, will have faster moving fire--address standing 

dead--cause firefighter injuries and hard to fall during fire. Where have 
mixed, put in more fuels work. 

• Deb Tatman: The fire history data does contain cause. We did and analysis for Bob Patton, 
quite a few years ago, so another, looking at the causes of the human caused fires, and 
the patterns, is potentially possible 

  

Is there a part of the WUI that's more important to treat? 

• Loffland: PODs that would protect the remain intact adjacent forest, those would seem to 
be a priority. 

o And areas of owl persistence across the landscape. 
• Safety zones, staging areas, draft sights 

o Both areas already identified and areas needing additional development. 
Anywhere around POD boundary would be a good starting point. If not in 
GIS layer. 

o Old water drafting sites in a GIS layer. Can also collect info from Trestle 
timber sale. Layers need work. 

o GIS has drafting sites, OHV staging areas, campgrounds 
• An Escape route through the Forest for folks who live in Grizzly Flat if their escape route to 

the west is cut off. 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fusfs.box.com%2Fs%2F4x92lxjlgk4x4k1bai43lxmk6vb10veb&data=04%7C01%7C%7C0d8fd0f044b749bde75e08d9a8997106%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637726199258445960%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=OGZ4Cb%2FDPYilRovXol4A4eUqV1ev%2F8xEz6ZiR%2Bm5lpU%3D&reserved=0
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• Thinking PODs along main travel corridors, MET, Silver Fork Rd, N-S Road for not only 
campgrounds but popular dispersed areas. Both from fire start issue but also reduce 
hazard trees. 

  

PACs 

• Focus on PACs where can protect surviving; PODs adjacent to habitat maintain as viable  
  

How to treat? 

• See examples from Scottiago, Panther, Foster Fires incl. ladder fuels, treatments in PACs, 
etc. 

• Planting prescriptions, and veg. management in high severity patches probably best place 
to look is King Fire, Power Fire, Freds Fire… 

• TwoFer, General Sherman, Pilliken projects 
• Tons of projects have been planned in the area--Mormon Emigrant Trail down to 

Placerville district. Could look at those to see what could do differently 
• See Dana Walsh's document of veg management within Caldor area 
• We should really evaluate those desired conditions and the projects that had successful 

outcomes on the forest whether it was in the King Fire or the Caldor Fire.  I also thought 
there was a team that was evaluating Fuel Treatment Effectiveness in the post Caldor? 

• Fact sheets: https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/sites/fs-r05-cfr/SitePages/Home.aspx 
  

How to ID areas less likely to support Yellow Pine/mixed conifer forests? What site conditions would 
influence decision? 

• Might look at carrying more shrub/herbaceous cover in winter range /holding areas for 
deer herds. Areas that have burned repeatedly and are expected to continue to have a 
short return cycle. 

  

What range of treatments seem appropriate for unburned forest? 

• Treat/reduce ladder fuels, remove hazards, prep-area for under burning, prescribed burn 
when appropriate. 

• Last two green projects focused on fuel breaks and forest health--Scottiago and Brown 
Rock 

o Scottiago commercial harvest treated 
o Brown Rock never reached decision 

  

Is there a better way to analyze the area, other considerations to employ? 

• If don't treat large area, at least remove hazard trees 
• We need to do SOMETHING in the high severity area 

  

What about non-focused resources? Rec? 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/sites/fs-r05-cfr/SitePages/Home.aspx
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• Sierra-at-Tahoe area facing reforestation and a lot of visitors. What do we want to do to 
manage that area? 

• Additional rec sites, facilities, rec residence tracts including those that didn't burn; Pony 
Express trail and other popular sites 

o Have a lot of info for developed sites, but dispersed sites and OHV travel--
need to consider treatments and how to discourage unauthorized routes 

o Gold Note, Capps crossing OHV areas are heavily hit by this, and will put 
pressure on other areas on the forest, as well as pressure to make these 
areas safe for use. 

• FERC Project 184--EID's hydroelectric project affected by Caldor burn 
o Info on project 184: Hydroelectric - Project 184 | El Dorado Irrigation District 

(eid.org) 
• Hazard tree mitigation along Hwy 50 corridor--scope and scale huge and larger than one 

entity can/will manage 
• Grizzly Flat area private land--scope and scale to show partners and public concerns; will 

help with external funding to support recovery 
• Invasive plant management will affect plant community trajectory post-fire; consider 

treating infestations outside of footprint but along access routes into burn area 
• watershed work - improving or decommissioning roads & trails, any meadows impacted 

by fire? considerations for ESA listed amphibians 
o Consider taking advantage of sediment coming down to fill degraded 

meadows 
o Forni Meadow--discuss Maura, Traci Allen 

• Water storage and transportation infrastructure, electric transmission/distribution, 
highway/county roads within/adjacent to fire for consideration 

o Caltrans, PG&E and EID have been actively dealing with hazard tree 
mitigation and removal. 

• Aspen regeneration, oak regeneration considerations. We should take the opportunity of 
the fire, might need fencing to keep deer/cattle browse from knocking these back. 

• Kim Morales: Permitting requirements (NPS Timberlands GO), 404, 401, water rights 
needs etc.). Post-fire monitoring and impacts from post-fire floods. 

o EID partnered with us on the Caples project. What are potential 
collaboration opportunities with EID and other partners? 

• Forni Meadow and Middle Creek occupied by SNYLF 
o Additional critical habitat burned 
o What can we do to prevent sedimentation? 
o Recommendation: Look at stabilization options in the field 

• Treat utility lines and irrigation ditches as separate from POD concept 
• Kim Morales: May consider water rights don't match GIS data for drafting sites; doesn't 

reflect the actual water rights we can use. Also, not consistent with BMPs for water 
quality. 

• Katy Parr: Charis and I identified PODS that have high value Rec and Lands areas thinking 
you wanted those POD numbers --- 173, 298, 192, 160, 190, 210… 

  

 

Additional Data  
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Debra Tatman identified the Caldor fire response as a source of addition data and links to fire 
information: 

New pre-fire LiDar is available 
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Appendix B- Terrestrial Habitat 

 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/fs-r05-cfr/Shared%20Documents/Recovery/Assessment/Caldor%20Appendices/AppendixB_TerrHtt.docx?d=w3d4efa17ef7541d295847a94a7ec20d0&csf=1&web=1&e=No45pk
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Appendix C – 

Table c-1: Crosswalk of HUC 8 Watersheds, HUC 12 Watersheds, and PODs, including The Caldor Fire 
burn area extended into the drainage basins of three major rivers and Lake Tahoe. PODs boundaries 
align loosely within HUC 12 watershed boundaries. 

HUC 8 Watershed Name HUC 12 Watershed Name HUC 12 Percent Burned PODs 

South Fork American 
River 

Alder Creek 94% NSN_0214 
NSN_0158 

Upper Mokelumne River Bear River 1% N/A 
Lake Tahoe Big Meadow Creek-Upper 

Truckee River 
< 1% NSN_0345 

Upper Cosumnes River Camp Creek 93% NSN_0172 
NSN_0173 
NSN_0189 

South Fork American 
River 

Caples Creek 11% NSN_0211 
NSN_0161 

Upper Cosumnes River Cat Creek-Middle Fork 
Cosumnes River 

3% N/A 

South Fork American 
River 

Chimney Flat-South Fork 
American River 

68% NSN_0294 
NSN_0297 
NSN_0256 

Upper Cosumnes River Dogtown Creek 98% NSN_0227 
NSN_0166 

South Fork American 
River 

Lake Aloha-South Fork 
American River 

63% NSN_0256 
NSN_0212 
NSN_0160 
NSN_0192 
NSN_0298 
NSN_0257 

South Fork American 
River 

Long Canyon-Silver Fork 
American River 

96% NSN_0318 
NSN_0159 
NSN_0191 
NSN_0213 
NSN_0190 

Upper Cosumnes River Lower North Fork 
Cosumnes River 

4% NSN_0181 

South Fork American 
River 

North Tragedy Creek 86% NSN_0163 
NSN_0210 

South Fork American 
River 

Plum Creek-South Fork 
American River 

33% NSN_0157 
NSN_0318 

South Fork American 
River 

Silver Lake-Silver Fork 
American River 

21% NSN_0210 

Upper Cosumnes River Sly Park Creek 58% NSN_0188 
NSN_0173 
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Upper Cosumnes River Sopiago Creek-Middle 
Fork Cosumnes River 

41% NSN_0227 
NSN_0195 

South Fork American 
River 

South Fork Silver Creek 9% NSN_0260 

Upper Cosumnes River Spanish Creek-Middle Fork 
Cosumnes River 

9% NSN_0180 

Upper Cosumnes River Steely Fork Cosumnes 
River 

84% NSN_0180 
NSN_0183 
NSN_0184 

Lake Tahoe Trout Creek 21% NSN_0346 
Upper Cosumnes Upper North Fork 

Cosumnes River 
92% NSN_0182 

NSN_0174 
NSN_0185 
NSN_0171 
NSN_0217 
NSN_0218 

Lake Tahoe Upper Truckee River-
Frontal Lake Tahoe 

16% NSN_0345 
NSN_0346 
NSN_0347 
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